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PART I
A STUDY OF INDIRECT COUPLING EFFECTS 
ON THE ELECTRON EXCITATION 
CROSS SECTIONS OF HELIUM
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Shortly after the introduction of modern quantum 
mechanics, Born formulated a rather simple approximate 
scheme to compute the excitation cross sections. This 
method, known as the Born approximation, has been quite 
extensively used since then for theoretical investigations 
of collision processes. From the beginning it is well 
understood that the Born approximation is a high energy 
approximation, that is, it is valid only if the incident 
electron passes by the target atom with great speed. However, 
the fact that the Born approximation is also a "two-state 
approximation" was not as widely recognized. As in other areas 
of atomic physics, the excitation process is not dictated 
only by those states of atom between which electronic tran­
sition takes place. Rather, all eigenstates of the atom play 
roles for an electronic transition(excitation) between any 
pair of states. It is the object of this part of the thesis 
to investigate to what extent an excitation process is in­
fluenced by the presence of other(intermediate) states, and 
to single out the important intermediate states, given an 
initial and a final states"of excitation. To this end, the
2
3
9 10formalism of the close-coupling method ’ is adopted, which 
permits one to systematically examine the effects of inter­
mediate states(indirect coupling effects).
To be sure, there are other difficulties associated
10 22with the use of the Born approximation. ’ Since it is a 
first order perturbation type of method, the use of the Born 
approximation requires that the coupling potential (pertur­
bation) be small. Although the close-coupling formalism 
removes such difficulty, this aspect will not be discussed 
in detail. Rather, the major effort is directed toward the 
case where the direct coupling is too small to account for 
the observed cross sections.
In the literature there are abundant experimental data 
reported by several laboratories on the electron excitation 
cross sections cf He atom.^’^^ Helium being an inert gas 
of light atom, many experimental difficulties are alleviated, 
and experimental data of the excitation cross sections are 
more reliable than those for any other atoms. For these 
reasons He atom was chosen as the subject of the investigation.
Regardless of the formalisms adopted to compute exci­
tation cross sections, the outcome depends ultimately on the 
wave functions used, which in themselves are approximations 
except the special case of hydrogen atom. Therefore, in order
4
to test the variations in excitation cross sections due to 
the choice of approximate wave functions used, wave functions 
of varying degree of accuracy are used, ranging from the semi- 
empirical hydrogenic functions to the highly accurate cor­
related wave functions with more than 50 terms. At 100 eV 
the plane wave approximation portion of the Born approximation 
is expected to be valid; therefore, the effect of the indirect 
coupling may be examined by comparing the results of the Born 
approximation and those of the close-coupling method.
Although the attention will be focused cn the indirect 
coupling effects on the n^D cross sections of He, it should 
be pointed out that the indirect coupling becomes even more 
important in numerous cases where the direct coupling alone 
gives vanishing cross sections.
CHAPTER II 
FORMULATION
When a beam of electrons is passed through a chamber 
containing He atoms, the electrons collide elastically or in- 
elastically with the atoms, and are scattered to a certain 
direction (04)). The coordinate system along with collision 
process is shown in Fig. 1. The number of scattered elec-
Before Collision. After Collision.
Figure 1. The Collision Process and Coordinate system.
trons per unit time in the (64>) direction within a solid-angle 
element dfi, after having suffered a particular kind of collision, 
is proportional to the number of atoms in a unit volume, and 
to the flux of the incident electron beam. The proportional­
ity constant I (p'-»-p| 04>)dfi has a dimension of an area, and is 
referred to as the differential cross section for scattering 
into a solid angle dn,^^ the notation p'+p describing the
5
6
internal excitation process of the atom. The total exci­
tation cross section Q(p'+p) is obtained by integrating over 
the entire solid angle.
Expansion and Cross Section Formulae
The colliding electron is labeled by subscript 1 and 
two atomic electrons by subscripts 2 and 3. In the time- 
independent formalism, the Hamiltonian H of the entire collid­
ing system in atomic units is
H = - Z/r^ + rj-1 . rj-1 , (2.1)
where
\  = -^2^/2 - Z/r, - V3V 2 - Z/rg + , (2.2)
and r.. =|r.-r.l and Z is the nuclear charge.ij ' 1 ^
TThe wave function St describing the entire collision 
system must satisfy the Schroedinger equation, i.e..
H«'^(r^,r2,r3) = E ^ ’(r^ ,?2 ,rj) . (2.3)
TThe solution $ of Eq.(2.3), which satisfies the appropriate 
boundary conditions, would contain all the information rele­
vant to the collision process. However, due to the inter­
actions of type r^j^ in the Hamiltonian the exact solutions 
are not attainable. Herein lies the problem, and one is 
forced to search various approximate schemes which will
7
adequately reflect the physical processes under consideration.
One may expand Y in terms of the basis functions 
which are the products of the atomic eigenfunctions and the 
partial waves (angular momentum z ) of the colliding electron as
(2.4)
The notation y ' in W specifies the initial condition before 
collision; and (r^^Gp^^J, and are respectively the un­
known coefficient function to be solved, the spherical har- 
17monic, and the atomic wave function; and p represents a 
collection of quantum numbers necessary to specify the atomic 
state. The set (p,&,m) is said to define a channel and re­
presented by Y for short. In principle ( r ,^2 must be
properly anti-symmetrized. However, the resulting effect 
of electron exchange between the incident and the atomic 
electrons is expected to be unimportant at the energy of 
interest (100 eV). Therefore, such electron exchange will 
not be considered.
Since the cross section is determined by the asymp­
totic behavior of G^(y'|rj^), this behavior is examined before 
proceeding to the solutions. As r̂ -K»̂  the scattered electron 
becomes a free particle, the target atom being a neutral one, 
so that the general asymptotic solution of Gy(y'|r^) is a
8
superposition of the incoming and outgoing free waves, i.e., 
GyCy’lï'i) kp^^^[A(Y',YJexp{-iCkpr-&n/2)}
- B(y’,Y)exp{iCkpr-jiTT/2)}] , (2.5)
kpZ/2 + Ep = kp?/2 + Ep, (2.6)
where k and k , are the magnitudes of wave vectors in the
P ^ -1/2channels y  and y ' . The factor kp ' is inserted in the RHS 
of Eq. (2.5) to make A and B amplitudes of flux. The coef­
ficient matrices A and B are not independent of each other; 
rather, B is related to A through a certain transformation, 
since once the incoming flux is known, the outgoing flux is
uniquely determined by the property of the collision system.
18This transformation matrix is called the scattering matrix 
and defined through
B = S A. (2.7)
In order to determine A and B matrices, attention is given to 
a particular initial condition of the incident electron im­
pinging upon a target atom in the p'^^ eigenstate. For con­
venience, the direction of the incident electron is chosen 
as z direction. As the interest lies in the asymptotic be­
havior (r^^m), the product function of [(kp,) ^/^exp(ikp,z^)
X i|;p, (t2 jT^) ] adequately describes this condition. Next the
plane wave is expanded as
9
(kpi)'^'^^exp(iltp,Zj)i|>p, Cîj.îj) ' (4n/kp,)^/^
= (4%/kp,)l/Z(2ikp,ri)-l%2,l%'(2%'+l]l/2 
X [exp{ i (k p , r ^ - J l ' i T /2 ) }  - e x p { - i ( k p , r ^ - J l ' i r / Z ) }]
* * (2.8)
where the spherical Bessel function ĵ i is approximated by the 
asymptotic form as
j%,(kp,r) - (kp,r)"lsin(kp,r-&'n/2) . (2.9)
By comparing Eqs. (2.4) and (2.8) with the aid of Eq. (2.5),
it is easy to see that
A(Y'.Y) = . (2.10)
In the case of an inelastic scattering (y^y'), the off-diagonal 
elements of B are the partial amplitudes of the flux scattered 
through an angle (8^). However, in the case of an elastic 
scattering (y=y'), a diagonal element of B matrix contains an 
amplitude equal in magnitude to the corresponding element of 
A. This portion is due to the incident wave as seen in Eq.
(2.8) and must be excluded. Thus, the transition matrix,
which represents amplitudes solely due to scattering, is de­
fined as^^
T = I - S. (2.11)
10
The differential cross section for exciting an atom 
from p' to p state is then given by
I(p'*p|e*)dO >
X ZtmT(P'*'0!P%m)Y%m(e*)|2dn . C2.12)
The spherical harmonics being an orthonormal set, the 
corresponding total cross section is easily obtained,
Q(p'-p) = rtp;^îj^|î^,C2H'*l)l''2T(p.^.0;pîm)l^(2.13)
Differential Equations
Thus, tl̂ e cross sections are easily obtained through
the S matrix, once the latter is known. In the preceding
section the uncoupled representation is used in order to bring
out more clearly the physical processes involved; for the
computation purposes, however, it is more convenient to ex- 
Tpand Y in the coupled representation characteristic of the 
total angular momentum of the system L and the z component 
thereof M as
Y (r' |r^,r2,rj) =
* ZLMp^l^^n^^r'|ri)Xp^^r'|ri,r2,r3) » (2.14)
where (r^^F)and y are the unknown coefficient functions to be 
solved and the basis functions of expansion respectively.
11
The explicit expression of the latter is given in Eq. (2.15). 
y represents a collection of quantum numbers n, j, and A, 
where n and j are the principal and azimuthal quantum numbers 
of atom respectively, and A is the angular momentum of the 
partial wave of the colliding electron. The set (L,M,y) de­
fines a channel and is written as r for short. The basis 
function in the coupled representation is related to that in 
the uncoupled representation by a unitary transformation as
“ %m m.C(&in^mj;AjLM)Y^Q (r^)
^ * (2.IS)
17where C is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Confining to 
the configurations of type (ls)(nj) of the He atom, the anti­
symmetrized singlet wave functions ip's are
^IsCfs^^nj 2)^00 '
(2.16)
where a and b are radial parts of one electron wave functions 
The coupled representation offers an advantage over the un­
coupled representation in that L and M are conserved through­
out the collision process, which permits one to examine each 
separately.
12
In practice only a finite number of atomic states 
can be included in the expansion in Eq. (2.14). The method 
based on such a truncated expansion is known as the close- 
coupling method. When the variational principle is applied 




[t-j - * k ?]F“ (u'|r)
dr J ^
■= (2.17)
where the subscript in is now dropped without confusion.
The coupling potential U^^„(r) in Eq. (2.17) is
,r2»rj) [-Zr^^+r^2 +^13^̂
+ 2%%f\(lj&"j";L)y^(*nj,*n"j"|fl) ' (2.18)
where $ is used symbolically for radial parts in Eq. (2.16), and
yx(*nj'*n'j'l^) “  ̂ fo*nj(tl't2)ti^*n'j'(tl't2)
X tj dt^t2 dt2 + r /r’̂nj (^1 '^2^^1^ “̂ n' j ' (^1 '^2^
X t^^dtj^t2^dt2] , (2.19)
and
= ;%m,m.m,,m.,C(Ajmam.;LM)
X, J  J6 J
13
 ̂ J
X Yimj,(f2:'00(r3)dridr2dr3  ̂ (2.20)
Using the results of Racah's work on the theory of complex 
20spectra, Eq. (2.20) may be reduced to a more compact ex­
pression, i.e. ,
f^(&jA'j';L) = (-i)%+&'-L(2x+i)-lc(&jOO;XO)
X C(A'j’00;X0)[(2A+1)(2j + l) (2&'+l)CZj’+l)]^/^
X W(&jA'j';LX) , (2.21)
20where W is the Racah coefficient. The coefficient
vanishes unless each of the sets (&jL), (£'j*L),
(A&'X), and (jj'A) satisfies the "triangular rule" and the 
"parity rule", i.e., for (abc) 
a+b^c, c+a^b, b+c>a 
and (2.22)
a+b+c = even.
For the solutions F of Eq. (2.17) to represent the 
physical problem of collision process, F must be finite every­
where (the origin included), and must have the asymptotic form 
similar to Eq. (2.5), i.e.,
14
F“ (u'|r) (lc^,.,)-l/2[s^^,exp{-iOc^.r - u / 2 ) )
- exp{i(kj^^r - An/2)}S^^,] . (2.23)
As the basis functions in the coupled and the uncoupled
representations are related by the unitary transformation as
shown in Eq. (2.15), the corresponding scattering matrices 
18are related as
L
S(njAm.m.,n'j'&'m.,0) = 1 1  C(j£m.m.;LM)
 ̂  ̂  ̂ L=0 M=-L  ̂ *
X S(nj&LM,n'j'&'LM)C(j'&'mj,0;LM) . (2.24)
The total cross section is then given as (See Appendix I for 
detailed derivation.)
Q^(n'j’-̂ nj) = %^QL(n'j'+nj) . (2.25)
Q^(n'j'-^nj) = (v/knfj,)(2L+l)I%%,(2j'+l)-l|T(Lnj&,Ln'j'&')|2.
(2.26)
21The conservation theorem of particle imposes the 
condition that the scattering matrix be a unitary matrix.
The consequence of this theorem is to put an upper limit to 
the total inelastic cross section as
Q^(inelastic) = Ij^jQ^(n* j *-̂ nj)
1 (n/knij,)(2L+l)(2j'+l)-l. (2.27)
The scattering matrix is also symmetric, which relates the
15
cross sections of excitation with de-excitation between the
two given states (detailed balancing). As will be discussed
shortly, the conservation theorem is well satisfied in the
close-coupling formalism. However, it is noted in passing
that the conservation theorem is violated in using the Born
approximation, when the direct coupling potential is too 
22strong.
For computational purposes, it is advantageous to
put the asymptotic form in Eq. (2.23) in another form, i.e.,
+ cos(k^jr - £tt/2)R^^,] , (2.28)
where the "reactance" matrix R is related to the scattering 
matrix as
S = (I + iR)(^ - iR)'^. (2.29)
The fact that the Hamiltonian is real and symmetric assures 
that the coupling potentials U's in Eq. (2.18) are real and 
symmetric; the latter in turn assures that R is real and 




Lane and co-workers^® give the numerical procedure 
for solution of differential equations of Eq. (2.17) and 
determination of R and S matrices. Although, in principle, 
the determination of R matrix (and hence S matrix) should be 
done at infinite separation of the scattered electron from 
the target atom, the range of integration is limited in 
practice to 100 or 200 atomic units. In this limited range 
of r, R matrix shows a variance with respect to the value of 
r where R matrix is determined, especially when the number 
of channels are large. For this reason, it is desirable to 
have a corrective scheme to obtain a "converged" R matrix. 
Earlier, Burke and Schey^^ used a scheme based on an asymp­
totic expansion in terms of the inverse power series in r. 
However, the asymptotic series do not converge, when the 
atomic eigenstates have near-degeneracy like the case of He
atom where the energy levels of the same n are rather close
31together. Thus, a new scheme is devised which is applicable 
regardless of the degeneracy.
16
17
Solution of Differential Equations 
For computational purposes Eq. (2.17) is written as
(3.1)
or in matrix notation (denoting the second derivative by 
"double prime"),
F" = G F , (3.2)
where
S m  = .  u . „  . C3.3)
To facilitate the numerical solution of Eq. (3.1), the method 
2 3of Numrov is used which is based on the relationship be­
tween the second derivative of a function f and its second 
differences,
g2f  ̂h^[f"+6^f"/12] + 0(h)4 , (3.4)
2
where the second difference 6 f is
= f n . r ^ V ^ n - l  ’
and
(3.6)
From Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) the following recurrence formula 
is obtained.
18
F„.l = fi - \̂.in2]-\[21 4 5 h \ / 6 ] ^
- [I - • (3-7)
For optimum computing efficiency, it is desirable to put the 
recurrence formula in another form as
in+l = - E„-l -
where
in - (i - '
(3.9)
= [(1/12)1 - h20^/144]"1 - 102 '
Once the solutions F^ are known at two adjacent points (n=l,2, 
for example), the recurrence formula may be used to generate 
solutions at all succeeding points. It is simple to show 
[See Eq. (2.19).] that all the coupling potentials ap­
proach at most constant values near the origin except the 
diagonal ones which behave as -2Z/r. Thus, at sufficiently 
small values of r (~10 ^a^), Eq. (3.1) is de-coupled. The 
two starting solutions are thus provided by means of the 
Frobenius method as (discarding the ill-behaved ones).
(3.10)
with r=r„ for one and r=r +h for the other solutions. The o 0
arbitrary constant c ^  may be chosen as unity, and one or two 
terms in Eq. (3.10) is all that is necessary. The boundary
19
condition imposes that the solutions must behave for large 
r as
F® 'v. + Y R] , (3.11)
where the diagonal matrices J and Y are defined as
^  (3.12)
where j and y are the spherical Bessel functions of the first 
and the second kinds respectively. Because of the arbitrari­
ness c ^  in the starting solutions, the Numrov-integrated 
solutions will have the form
= [J A + Y B] , (3.13)
where A and B are the "constant" matrices (See the following 
section). By a linear transformation
F^A'^ = J I + Y B A"^ , (3.14)
the R matrix is identified as
R = B A"1 . ̂  (3.15)
The matrices A and B may be determined by solving the simul­
taneous matrix equations.
F^(a) = J(a)A + Y(a)B ,
(3.16)
where a and b indicate the matching values r=a and r=b (=a+h,
F^(b) = J(b)A + Y(b)B ,
20
usually).
The starting solutions [Eq. (3.10)] may be initiated 
safely from r=10 ^a^. A test calculation with the starting 
value of r=10'^a^ showed completely identical results. In 
the region of small r, the accuracy of the numerical inte­
gration depends largely on how close to a unit matrix the 
2matrix [j[-h G/12] is. Noting that the largest contribution 
to G comes from the term &(&+l)/r (except when &=0), it is
easy to see that the numerical accuracy would increase as
2 2the ratio [h &(&+l)/r ] is decreased. In practice the values 
of h have been chosen so as to keep the ratio (h/r) less than 
(1/20), which proved to be quite satisfactory in all cases of 
interest. In the outer region (r>1.0a^) the step-size h is 
dictated by the "frequency" of F. Since for large r the 
solutions F become linear superposition of sin(k^r) and 
cos(k^r) [See Eq. (3.11)], the value of h has been chosen so 
as not to exceed one tenth of (n/k^^x), k^^^ being the magni­
tude of the largest wave vector. The matching, that is, the 
determination of R matrix, may start as soon as all the coupling 
potentials take the asymptotic forms
Umn(r) = , X > 1 . (3.17)
21
Correction to R Matrix
It is tacitly assumed in Eq. (3.16) that A and B are 
constant; however, due to the limited range of integration 
and due to the case of X=l, A and B, and hence R vary slowly 
with r.
A first order corrective scheme is developed to avoid 
this variance. The functions J(r) and Y(r) defined in Eq.
(3.12) are in reality the two independent homogeneous so­
lutions of Eq. (3.1), and they satisfy the condition,
J'(r)Y(r) - J(r)Y'(r) = I , for all r, (3.18)
where "prime" indicates the derivative with respect to r. 
Therefore, the general solution is^^
F(r) = J(r)/^drY(r)U(r)F(r) - Y(r)JJdrJ(r)U(r)F(r) .
(3.19)
The arbitrary constants a and b may be chosen so that F satisfy 
the boundary conditions, i.e.,
F(=) = J|“drY U F - Y/”drJ U F = J i + Y R . (3.20)
Substitution of Eq. (3.20) in Eq. (3.19) gives
F(r) = J[I - J”drY U F] + Y[R + /“drJ U F] . (3.21)
The subscript o will be used to distinguish the approximate R 
matrix obtained by Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) from the "true" R.
As before, the Numrov-integrated solutions will differ from
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those in Eq. (3.21) by a linear transformation. For convenience, 
this transformation matrix may be taken as (A ^C), where C 
matrix (as yet unknown) is to be determined. Then from Eqs.
(3.13) and (3.21) one arrives at
[J + Y R°]C = J[I - ;;drY U F] 4 Y[R + J^drj U F] .
(3.22)
To obtain the corrective matrices, the approximate F is in­
serted on the RHS of Eq. (3.22) with
F J + Y R° . (3.23)
By equating the coefficient matrices of J the matrix C is 
determined as
Ç = [I - J;y U Jdr - J;y U YdrR°] . (5.24)
Finally the corrected R is
R = R°Ii - I r l  Ü Jdr - /;y U YdrR°] - /^J U Jdr
- /"i Ü • C3.25)
The use of the corrective scheme gives substantially improve­
ment in that the matrix elements matched at 80a and 200ao o
agree typically to five significant figures. In a practical 
way, this scheme allows one to obtain more accurate cross 
sections without having to integrate to a large value of r, 
thus leading to a considerable saving in computer usage.
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Essential to any theoretical calculations of exci­
tation cross sections is the quality of the wave functions 
employed in computation. Therefore, the dependence of the 
cross sections on the accuracy of the wave functions is first 
examined by using the Born approximation and the close- 
coupling method. Next, given the final state (the initial 
state being the ground state), a detailed examination of the 
effects of the intermediate states is made. This is done by 
including various combinations of the states in the scatter­
ing equation. The results of a comprehensive study in this 
regard are presented. The atomic states examined include 
(ls)(nj) for n=l-4, j=0-3; (Is)(np) for n=2-8; and the doubly 
excited states (2s) (2p), (2s) (3p), (3s)(2p), and (3s)(3p).
The close-coupling results are then compared with those of 
the Born approximation and the experimental cross sections.
Wave Functions
The He wave functions have been calculated by numerous
25workers. They may be classified as (i) hydrogenic functions
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7 fiwith empirical effective charge; (ii) Hartree-Fock or
25 27Hartree-Fock-Slater type; ’ (iii) wave functions contain­
ing inter-electronic distance e x p l i c i t l y . T h e  functions 
of class (i) are satisfactory for highly excited states (n^4), 
but distinctly poor for the ground state both from the energy 
criterion and as reflected in the computed cross sections.
The wave functions of class (ii) assumes product type as 
those of class (i), the distinction being that the former 
are obtained by ^  initio calculations whereas the latter 
are empirical in nature. The Hartree-Fock equation may be 
solved either in tabular form or by linear variations for the 
coefficients of pre-chosen exponential basis functions, both 
leading to a virtually identical energy value. The major 
limitation of these functions arises from the assumed product 
form, by which the electron correlation cannot be properly 
accounted for. This correlation effect is particularly im­
portant for the ground state where two electrons share the 
same shell, but not too critical for the excited states where 
two electrons stay apart from each other (in classical sense). 
By virtue of including the inter-electronic distance explicit­
ly, far superior wave functions are obtained, which, for ex­
ample, predict the ground state energy within the limits of 
the spectroscopic measurements. Some of these functions are
25
YCl^S) = 1 . 3 8 1 8 9 e x p ( - 1 . 8 2 s ) [1 - 0.100828s
+ 0.353808U + 0.033124s^ + 0.128S21t^
- 0.031799u^] , by Hylleraas,^®
'i'(l̂ S) = exp(-l.755s) [1.38084 + 0.46552u
- 0.051189u^ - 0.202095s + 0.187694v
- 0.245212w] , by Stewart and Webb,^^
where s=r^+r2, t^rg-r^, u=|rj^-r2|, v=r^^+r2 ,̂ and w=r^r2.
Weiss^^ gives the correlated wave functions of 1^3, 2^8, 3^3,
2^P, 3^P, and 3^D as
= IpqtCp|t*%t . 
where are the weight coefficients, and
*pqt = 1/2/4)[piPpgq+ipitexpf-pi-xPzlYj^Crg)
*  P 2 ' ’P i ' * * ^ P l 2 “ P ( - P 2 - X P l ) ’f j m ( ’̂ p ]  -
where p=çr, and ç and x are the parameters. The numerical 
values are reproduced as communicated by Weiss in Table I.
The variance of the cross sections with the use of 
the first two classes of wave functions are summarized in 
Table II. The effective nuclear charges for hydrogenic 
functions are chosen as 1.65 for the ground (Is) orbital, and 
2.0 and 1.0 respectively for (Is) and (nj) orbitals of the




S: 53 terms ç=2.19239116 x=1. 000
p q t C P q t C
0 0 0 -1.1542299 { 0) (a) 0 1 Ô -2 3132474 -1)
0 0 1 -2.3829439 ( -1) 0 2 0 -1 7489135 -1)
1 1 0 5.4438241 ( -2) 0 1 1 -1 1395662 -1)
0 0 2 6.9675030 ( -2) 0 3 0 -2 2772606 -2)
1 2 0 3.7845311 1 -2) Ô 2 1 6 6986175 -2)
1 1 1 -4.2225240 ( -2) 0 1 2 -4 2207900 -3)
0 0 3 -1.9209468 ( -2) 0 4 0 -1 2402138 -3)
1 3 0 -4.2380360 ( -3) 2 2 0 -5 4466292 -4)
0 3 1 2.2705319 ( -3) 1 2 1 -1 6319744 -2)
0 2 2 -1.9213872 ( -2) 1 1 2 1 3097475 -2)
0 1 3 6.1758107 ( -3) 0 0 4 3 1036666 -3)
0 5 0 3.9754628 ( -4) 1 4 0 -1 0839976 -3)
2 3 0 1.1439479 ( -3) 0 4 1 -1 1371931 -4)
1 3 1 3.4880588 ( -3) 2 2 1 -7 6751013 -4 )
0 3 2 -2.6724531 I -3) 1 2 2 1 4147480 -3)
0 2 3 5.9103197 ( -3) 1 1 3 -1 5934956 -3)
0 1 4 -3.1852010 ( -3) 0 0 5 8 2626579 —5 )
0 5 1 -2.3503277 ( -4 i 1 4 1 5 5213657 -5 i
2 3 1 -2.7275591 ( -4) 0 5 2 7 1466333 -6 )
1 4 2 -2.1652129 1 -5) 2 3 2 -1 5210611 -5)
0 4 2 5.0679259 1 -4) 1 3 2 9 6494887 —6 )
2 2 2 4.7969623 ( -4) 0 3 3 -2 8193889 -4)
1 2 3 -1.2838034 ( -3) 0 4 3 -1 5680515 -5)
1 3 3 5.2815999 ( -5 ) 2 2 3 1 3704848 ^5)
0 2 4 -5.0137824 ( -5) 1 1 4 7 1629358 -4)
0 1 5 2.1204731 ( -5 ) 0 2 5 8 4148947 -6)
1 1 5 -2.0971917 { -5)




2^S: 54 terms Ç=2. 12285706 x=0 .370
P q t C P q t C
0 0 0 -3,8987008 ( -1) 0 1 0 1 1627869 -1)
1 0 0 5,2892227 ( -2) 0 2 0 -8 7853457 -3)
1 1 0 -1,1654868 ( -2) 2 0 0 -1 4032278 -3)
0 3 0 2,7600543 ( -3) 1 2 0 -7 5035481 -5)
2 1 0 9,2686527 ( -4) 3 0 0 1 6282962 -4)
0 4 0 -5,4097288 ( -5) 1 3 0 1 9934886 -4)
2 2 0 -2,7686468 ( -4) 3 1 ô -1 1280909 -5)
0 0 1 -6,8764753 ( -2) 0 1 1 3 0632952 -2)
1 0 1 -1,6459900 ( -2) 0 2 1 -1 2965706 — 3 )
1 1 1 5,8402414 ( -3) 2 0 1 3 8134982 -4)
0 3 1 -1,5572461 ( -4) 1 2 1 -4 8250331 -4)
2 1 1 1,2151425 < -4 i 3 0 1 -1 2946421 -4)
0 4 1 1,0509838 1 -5) 1 3 1 -2 7842899 -6)
2 2 1 3,1472710 ( “5 ) 3 1 1 8 4140227 -6 i
0 0 2 9,6424816 ( -3) 0 1 2 -4 6781916 -3)
1 0 2 4,6440650 ( -4) 0 2 2 3 6735055 -4)
1 1 2 -1,4736136 ( -4) 2 0 2 -5 8952714 -7)
0 3 2 -8,1991005 ( -6) 1 2 2 2 1771491 -5)
2 1 2 -3,0343312 ( -5) 3 0 2 3 9141410 “6 )
0 0 3 -5,7193667 ( -4) 0 1 3 3 0117459 -4)
1 0 3 4,8011348 ( “6 ) 0 2 3 -1 5116722 -5)
1 1 3 1,5624648 ( -6) 2 0 3 6 2707273 “6 )
0 0 4 5,6653478 ( -6 ) 0 1 4 -1 1214881 -5)
1 0 4 -1.3686807 ( -6 \ 0 2 4 5 3020272 -71
1 1 4 -3,4576873 ( -7) 0 0 5 5 3152916 -7)
0 1 5 1,3935763 ( -7) 1 0 5 8 5035149 -8)
0 2 5 -6,5028816 ( -9) 1 1 5 2 4479303 -9)
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TABLE 1-Con.tin.üed
S: 54 terms ç=2.04999998 x=0.231
P q t C P q t C
0 0 0 2.3161238 -1) 0 1 0 -1 0135069 -1)
1 0 0 -3.5784663 -2) 0 2 0 8 0920891 —3 )
1 1 0 1.5748018 -2) 0 0 1 3 4167829 -2)
0 1 1 -9.6344882 -3) 1 0 1 -1 2643723 -4 )
0 2 1 1.1114842 -4) 1 1 1 -2 2616512 -4)
2 0 0 2.2156101 -5) 0 3 0 1 6421958 -5)
1 2 0 -2.6195787 -3) 2 1 0 6 7284803 —4 )
3 0 0 -3.2714730 -4) 0 4 0 1 4469396 -5)
1 3 0 3.6190566 -5) 2 2 0 8 6691500 -5)
3 1 0 -6.2063970 —6 ) 2 0 1 -5 3334209 -4)
0 3 1 -3.2331918 -5 ) 1 2 1 2 4143654 -4)
2 1 1 -2.3336803 -4) 3 0 1 7 1243588 -5)
0 4 1 1.0225509 -6 ) 1 3 1 -7 6796440 -6 )
2 2 1 -1.3794617 -5) 3 1 1 1 8389411 —6 )
0 0 2 -4.4122216 -3) 0 1 2 7 9430197 -4)
1 0 2 9.4180399 -6) 0 2 2 -3 7640578 -51
1 1 2 1.2490334 -5 ) 2 ô 2 1 1753584 -4)
0 3 2 9.1585648 -8 } 1 2 2 1 7549426 -5)
2 1 2 2.8710175 -5) 3 0 2 -4 1471503 —6 )
0 0 3 5.5434534 -41 0 1 3 2 6611162 -5)
1 0 3 -5.6608170 -5) 0 2 3 -8 6655241 -8)
1 1 3 -3.7931935 -5 1 2 0 3 -1 3827207 -5)
0 0 4 -6.6781765 -5 ) 0 1 4 2 2516934 -6)
1 0 4 1.8958775 -5) 0 2 4 -4 2415668 -81
1 1 4 4.6198350 -7) 0 0 5 7 2509766 -7)
0 1 5 -2.8375798 -8) 1 0 5 -2 8313491 -7)
0 2 5 5.5532594 -10) 1 1 5 -1 1682415 -9)
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TABLE I-Continued
2^P: 52 terms ç=2 .05535704 x=0*370
p q t C P q t C
0 0 0 5.7757176 -2) 0 1 0 8 9511880 -4)
1 0 0 6.5153669 -4) 0 0 1 9 0727367 -3)
0 2 0 2.5673028 -3) 1 1 0 -2 5398049 -3)
2 0 0 -7.7475159 -4) 0 1 1 -2 0518903 —3 )
1 0 1 3.3689650 -3) 0 0 2 -3 8664079 -4)
0 3 0 -1.8299131 -4) 1 2 0 2 2302753 -4)
2 1 0 2.1944635 -4) 3 0 0 9 0896587 —6 )
0 2 1 1.3744678 -4) 1 1 1 1 1814862 -5 )
2 0 1 -6.0268080 -5) 0 1 2 1 3163275 -4>
1 0 2 —3.3484444 -4) 0 0 3 -3 3533606 —6 )
0 4 0 5.4908784 -6 ) 1 3 0 7 8935150 -6 )
2 2 0 -2.6200092 -5) 3 1 0 3 5758271 —6 )
4 0 0 -7.0818027 -6) 0 3 1 2 6797637 -6 )
1 2 1 -3.6302950 -5) 2 1 1 5 5667837 -6)
3 0 1 -5.5535395 -6 ) 0 2 2 -6 1583089 “6 )
1 1 2 2.7412209 -5) 2 0 2 1 3699313 -5)
0 1 3 -8.9876792 -6) 1 0 3 1 0610272 -5)
0 0 4 3.0769860 “6 ) 0 4 1 2 5733936 -7)
1 3 1 -7.4624494 -7) 2 2 1 1 8249069 —6 )
3 1 1 3*1143417 -7) 4 0 1 6 3508019 -7)
0 3 2 -9.4811165 -7) 1 2 2 2 3304944 —6 )
2 1 2 -1.8138947 -6) 3 0 2 -2 8215363 -7)
0 2 3 1.2031440 -6) 1 1 3 -2 0072711 —6 )
2 0 3 -2.1464172 -7) 0 1 4 -3 3408787 -7)
1 0 4 1.4239658 -7) 0 2 4 -1 2327863 -9)
1 1 4 4.1862207 -9) 2 0 4 1 4338893 -8)
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TABLE I-Contiriued
3IF: 52 terms ç=2.13749999 X=0.225
P q t C P q t C
0 0 0 2.8032695 ( -2) 0 1 0 -2 9139890 ( -3)
1 0 0 1.9335333 ( -3) 0 0 1 4 0233635 ( -3)
0 2 0 5.6962431 ( -4) 1 1 0 -7 3616040 ( —4 )
2 0 0 -2.2883047 ( -4) 0 1 1 -5 3054188 ( -4)
1 0 1 7.6296777 ( —4 ) 0 0 2 -3 5700996 ( -4)
0 3 0 -4.2983190 ( -5) 1 2 0 -5 1526141 ( -5)
2 1 0 3.3876037 ( -5) 3 0 0 4 9816931 ( -5)
0 2 1 2*2983028 ( -5) i 1 1 î 8050748 ( -4)
2 0 1 1.4196966 ( -5) 0 1 2 -9 5172691 ( -6)
1 0 2 -1.3591963 ( -4) 0 0 3 4 5545117 ( -5)
0 4 0 -2.7404112 ( -7) 1 3 0 2 1003824 ( -6 )
2 2 0 2.4840079 ( -5) 3 1 0 -6 4013286 ( —6 )
4 0 0 -7.6597586 ( -6) 0 3 1 2 4551485 1 —6 )
1 2 1 -8.6356310 ( -6) 2 1 1 -5 0823996 ( -5)
3 0 1 3.3726545 ( -6) 0 2 2 -1 4197064 ( —6 )
1 1 2 7.6623895 ( -6) 2 0 2 2 2653711 1 -5)
0 1 3 -8.3527685 ( -7) 1 0 3 -1 8187429 ( —6 )
0 0 4 -1.0447704 ( -6) 0 4 1 -4 9051268 ( -8)
1 3 1 1.8465673 ( -8 ) 2 2 1 -1 6301357 1 -6 )
3 1 1 2.1876119 ( -7) 4 0 1 5 5277005 1 -7)
0 3 2 7.3719674 ( -8) 1 2 2 1 6919395 ( -7)
2 1 2 3.1745091 ( -6 ) 3 0 2 -2 6969389 ( -7)
0 2 3 -6.2937052 ( -8 ) 1 1 3 -4 2518952 < -7)
2 0 3 -1.4327777 ( -6) 0 1 4 6 1665321 ( -B)
1 0 4 2.6055099 ( -7i 0 2 4 -3 0252369 (-10)
1 1 4 -7.7468169 (-10) 2 0 4 -2 3237604 ( -9)
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TABLE I-Continued
3ID: 52 terms ç=2 .09343511 X=0.220
P q t C P q t c
0 0 0 1.2308399 -3) 0 1 0 2.2176628 ( -5)
1 0 0 5.0207283 -5) 0 0 1 7.7588469 < -5)
0 2 0 6.9143526 -6) 1 1 0 -2.2707990 ( -5)
2 0 0 -9.4589205 -6 ) 0 1 1 -2.5448978 ( -6)
1 0 1 2.9823628 -5 ) 0 0 2 -5.6054122 ( -6)
0 3 0 -4.7717836 -8 ) 1 2 0 4.6444102 ( —6 )
2 1 0 4.0737996 -8) 3 0 0 -1.0774665 ( —6 )
0 2 1 -1.5339749 -7) 1 1 1 -5.9975017 ( -6)
2 0 1 2.2364004 -6) 0 1 2 3.2216093 ( -7)
1 0 2 9.2003002 -7) 0 0 3 1.8074514 ( -7)
0 4 0 9.1226091 -9) 1 3 0 -1.8829744 ( -7)
2 2 0 -2.2626727 -7) 3 1 0 1.6787811 { -7)
4 0 0 3.5250599 -8) 0 3 1 -1.5544549 ( -8)
1 2 1 2.0575796 -7) 2 1 1 3.6172834 ( -7)
3 0 1 -7.1175312 -8 ) 0 2 2 1.5306883 ( -9)
1 1 2 3.8228153 -8) 2 0 2 -2.8385965 ( -7)
0 1 3 1.0362075 -8 ) 1 0 3 -2.1911020 ( -8)
0 0 4 -1.3713227 -8) 0 4 1 7.7694550 (-11)
1 3 1 6.0000573 -9) 2 2 1 1.0501379 ( -8)
3 1 1 -5.8356372 -9) 4 0 1 -1.5995372 ( -9)
0 3 2 7.2198473 -12) 1 2 2 -1.0403868 ( -8)
2 1 2 -1.7252987 -8) 3 0 2 3.8552659 ( -9)
0 2 3 -1.8855092 -10) 1 1 3 4.1812060 ( -9)
2 0 3 1.0857037 -8) 0 1 4 2.5960215 (-10)
1 0 4 -5.4855133 -10) 0 2 4 -7.4394541 (-13)
1 1 4 7.8120025 -12) 2 0 4 -3.4908282 (-11)
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TABLE II












3^P . 287 (+3) (c) .300(+3) .343(+3) .359(+3)
4^P .115(+3) .121(+3) .136C+3) .143(+3)
3^D .484(+l) .496(+l) .864(+l)
4^D .271C+1) .270(+l) .4S8(+1) .459C+1)
4^F .141C-1) .140C-1) .337C-1) .337 (-l)
fal 2 ̂ '^Hydrogenic function ground state (Is) with
Z=1.65. Excited states (ls)(nj) with Z^g=2.0
(b)
and Z^j=1.0.
Hartree-Fock tabular function of this work.
cross sections in units of 10 ^®cm^ at 
100 eV. Numbers in parentheses indicate 
power of 10.
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this work computed in tabular forms. It is seen that the
agreements between columns two and three, and between four
and five are within 5% at most, leading to the conclusion
that the cross sections do not depend sensitively on the
accuracy of the excited state wave functions. However, the
discrepancy between the two groups of columns is quite severe
1 1  1especially for 3 D, 4 D, and 4 F cross sections, which indi­
cates the desirability of an accurate ground state wave 
functions for computing cross sections. The variance of the 
cross sections with the use of the second and the third 
classes of the wave functions are summarized in Table III. 
When the correlated wave functions are used for the ground 
state, the cross sections vary little (less than 10%) with 
the choice of excited state functions. Somewhat greater 
(about 20%) variance is noted when the Hartree-Fock wave 
function is employed for the ground state.
The results of the similar test calculations by the 
close-coupling method also show typically about 35% change in 
cross sections going from the hydrogenic to the Hartree-Fock 
wave functions, but less than 10% difference between the 
latter and the correlated wave functions.
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TABLE III
SENSITIVITY OF CROSS SECTIONS 
TO WAVE FUNCTIONS
Ground sw^b) sw(c) Weiss
Excited H-F H-F H-F Weiss
2^P .129(+4)(G) .123(+4) .131(+4)
3^P 359(+3) .311C+3) .312(+3) .322(+3)
4^P 143C+3) .119(+3) .128(+3) .130(+3)
3^D 864(+l) .881C+1) .882(+l) .907(+l)
4^D 459C+1) .470 C+1) .468(+l)
(^^This work with Hartree-Fock wave functions.
(^^This work with Stewart and Webb function for 
ground state.
(^^Ref. 4 with Stewart and Webb ground state function. 
(^^Ref. 2 with Weiss functions.
^®^Cross sections at 100 eV in units of 10
Numbers inside the parentheses indicate power of 10.
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Preliminary Results
In comparing the Born excitation cross sections of
12He atom with those by experiment, it is immediately notice­
able that the agreement between theory and experiment is
satisfactory for the dipole-allowed n^P cross sections. How-
1 1  1ever, for the dipole-forbidden n S, n D and n F states, the 
Born approximation seems to underestimate the cross sections 
compared with experiments. It is felt that the discrepancy 
is possibly due to the omission of the other atomic states, 
the Born approximation being a two-state approximation.
Thus, it is of theoretical interest to see the influence on 
the cross sections exerted by intermediate states which were 
previously left out in the formalism of the Born approximation.
For the purpose of studying the indirect coupling 
effects per se the analyses do not depend critically on the 
choice of wave functions, sufficed that the quality of the 
wave functions should remain the same for all computations to 
be compared. Thus, in the initial stage of this research the 
wave functions were approximated by the hydrogenic type for 
simplicity. Guided by the energy criterion of the pertur­
bation theory, the important intermediate states were con­
jectured (later verified) to be those states of the same 
principal quantum number. Therefore, the preliminary close-
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coupling calculations were made for the incident electron 
energy of 100 eV, including l^S, 3^S, 3^P, and 3^D states, 
and including l^S, 4^S, 4^P, 4^D, and 4^F states in the 
scattering equations.
The results of these calculations are tabulated in 
Table IV and V along with the cross sections by the Born 
approximation for comparison. It is seen that the excitation 
cross sections for n^P states are little influenced by in­
clusion of other atomic states. On the other hand, by in­
clusion of n^P state as an intermediary, the n^D and 4^F 
cross sections are enhanced by factors of four and forty 
respectively. These results demonstrate the significant 
roles of the intermediate states, and it is desired to con­
duct more systematic studies on the indirect coupling effects.
Detailed Analyses
As noted previously there are considerable uncertain­
ties in the computed cross sections associated with using the
empirical hydrogenic wave functions. To eliminate this extra
2 Qvariable the correlated wave functions given by Weiss are 
adopted for l^S, 2^S, 3^S, 2^P, 3^P, and 3^0 states. For 
other states, the Hartree-Fock type wave functions are com­
puted in tabular form to replace the hydrogenic functions.
In order to see how an indirect coupling potential
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TABLE IV
CROSS SECTIONS AT 100 eV IN UNITS OF 
BY 1^S-3^S-3^P-3^D CLOSE-COUPLING
Q^(3^S) Q^(3^P) Q^(3^D)
0 0.797C- 3) (a) 1.286C- 3) 0.305(- 4)
1 2.624 0.062 1.320
2 1.931 4.780 1.017
3 1.089 11.054 1.975
4 0.576 14.044 4.832
5 0.312 14.051 7.498
6 0.182 12.458 9.003
7 0.172 10.860 9.268
8 0.081 8.177 8.752
9 0.060 6.342 7.635
10 0.046 4.862 6.470
11 0.036 3.705 5.325
12 0.028 2.810 4.332
13 0.023 2.129 3.475
14 0.018 1.608 2.783
15 0.014 1.216 2.211
16 0.011 0.917 1.758
qT 8.000(- 3) I.004C- 1) 7.796(- 3)
pBorn 5.770C-3) 1.024(- 1) 1.770(- 3)




CROSS SECTIONS AT 100 eV IN UNITS OF â ' 
BY 1^S-4^S-4^P-4^D-4^F CLOSE-COUPLING
Q^(4^S) Q^(4^P) Q^(4^D) Q^C4^F)
0 0.447(-4) 0.395(-3] 0.113C-4) 0.429C-5)
1 2.270 0.083 1.058 0.353
2 3.429 1.733 0.598 0.340
3 3.269 4.256 0.582 0.939
4 2.327 5.603 2.283 1.569
5 1.512 5.746 3.662 1.983
6 1.013 5.169 4.434 2.122
7 0.718 4.311 4.557 2.065
8 0.537 3.446 4.240 1.895
9 0.412 2.687 3.693 1.664
10 0.319 2.068 3.086 1.418
11 0.246 1.580 2.506 1.178
12 0.189 1.202 2.000 0.964
13 0.144 0.913 1.578 0.777
14 0.109 0.692 1.235 0.622
15 0.083 0.525 0.961 0.494
1.702C-3) 4.041C-2) 3.659C-3) 1.881(-4)
qBorn 4.114(-2) 0.968(-3) 0.050C-4)
(a)Numbers inside the parentheses indicate power of 10.
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affects the cross section, a portion of the scattering equation 
[Eq. (2.17)] is explicitly written out with 1^S+3^D excitation 
as a specific example.
)C'F(3D+) = U(3D+,1S)F(1S) + U (3D+, 2P+) F (2P+)
+ U(3D+,2P-)F(2P-) + U(3D+,3P+)F(3P+)
+ U(3D+,3P-)F(3P-) + . . . , (4.1)
where the initial (ground) state index is dropped and the other 
index (subscript) is written inside the parentheses. and
signs following nP indicate &=L+1 and &=|L-l| respectively, 
andXiis used for the operator in the LHS of Eq. (2.17). It 
is tacitly assumed in the Born approximation that the direct 
coupling term [the first term on the RHS of Eq. (4.1)] domi­
nates over all others. Such a reasoning relies heavily on the 
fact that, the initial state being the l^S state, F (IS) is much 
larger than other F(nj) for nj^lS. Though this observation is 
quite correct, it is noted that the products U(3D+,nj)F(nj) 
are more meaningful quantities to compare. Indeed, an analy­
sis by "successive approximation" scheme (See Appendix III) 
shows that the direct coupling term is rather small compared 
with other (indirect coupling) terms in Eq. (4.1). This is 
graphically illustrated in Figure 2. One can see the possi­
bility of the indirect coupling term becoming important when 
the direct coupling term is small such as shown in Figure 2.
















Figure 2. Relative Contributions of Coupling Potentials
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understanding of the significant consequence of the inter­
mediate states, the quantitative measure of such effects due 
to various atomic states can only be measured by repeated 
calculations of cross sections with different combinations of 
atomic states included in the scattering equation. For this 
testing purpose it is adequate to compute some typical partial 
cross sections corresponding to the total angular momentum L 
of the system. From the effects exhibited in the partial 
cross sections, the dependence of cross sections with respect 
to inclusion of different atomic states can be satisfactorily 
predicted. Among the numerous calculations, the partial 
cross sections corresponding to L=3 and L=8 with inclusion of 
the following atomic states are presented in Table VI; [1) 
l^S, 2^S; (2) l^S, 3^S; (3) l^S, 2^P; (4) l^S, 3^P; (5) l^S, 
3^D; (6) l^S, 2^S, 2^P; (7) l^S, 2^P, 3^P; (8) l^S, 3^S, 3^P;
(9) l^S, 2^P, 3^D; (10) l^S, 3^P, 3^D; (11) l^S, 3^S, 3^P, 3^D; 
(12) l^S, 2%P, 3^S, 3^P, 3^D; (13) n=l,2,3; (14) n=l,2,3,4;
(15) n=l,2,3,4, and S^P, 6^P, 7^P, 8^P; and (16) n=l,2,3, and 
(2s)(2p)lp, (2s)(3p)lp, (3s)(2p)lp, (3s)(3p)^P. For brevity 
the notations of n=l,2,3, etc. are used to denote the inclusion 
of all atomic states consistent with the principal quantum 
numbers indicated. Except those specified in calculation (16), 
all other states have the singly excited configurations.
These calculations are done for the case of incident electron
TABLE VI
EFFECTS OF INTERMEDIATE STATES ON CROSS SECTIONS 
AT 100 eV IN UNITS OF a_^




. 6 5 1 ( - 4 )
(2) L=3
L=8
.266C-2 )  







. 1 0 3 ( - 1 )
. 1 0 5 ( - 1 )
(5) L=3
L=8
. 1 5 4 ( - 3 )  
. 3 1 3 ( - 3 )
(6 ) L=3
L=8
. 7 6 2 ( - 2 )  





. 3 7 8 ( - l )
.364C-1)
. 109C-1)
. 9 2 6 ( - 2 )
(8) L=3
L=8
. 1 3 1 ( - 2 )  





• 3 6 3 ( - l )
. 3 7 0 ( - l )
. 1 3 0 ( - 2 )  




. 9 6 6 ( - 2 )
. 1 7 1 ( - 3 )  
. 1 2 3 ( - 2 )
TABLE VI-Continued
Calculation 2^S 3^S 2^P 3^P 3^D
(11) L=3 . 1 2 0 ( - 2 ) . 1 4 1 0 -1 ) . 2 8 3 0 - 3 )
L=8 .276C-3 ) . 1 0 5 0 - 1 ) . 1 2 8 0 - 2 )
(12) L=3 . 1 2 7 ( - 2 ) . 4 1 1 ( - 1 ) . 1 5 6 0 - 1 ) . 2 7 4 0 - 3 )
L=8 . 2 4 9 ( - 3 ) . 3 7 5 ( - l ) . 1 0 3 0 - 1 ) . 3 2 6 0 - 3 )
(13) L=3 . 7 2 8 ( - 2 ) . 1 1 5 ( - 2 ] . 428C-1 ) . 1 3 9 0 -1 ) . 3 5 9 0 - 3 )
L=8 . 1 0 2 ( - 2 ) . 2 1 0 ( - 3 ) . 3 5 6 ( - l ) . 9 6 2 0 -2 ) . 3 3 3 0 - 3 )
(14) L=3 . 7 8 2 ( - 2 ) . 1 2 5 ( - 2 ) . 4 8 5 ( - l ) . 1 5 6 0 - 1 ) . 2 7 7 0 - 3 )
L=8 . 1 0 7 ( - 2 ) . 242C-3 ) . 3 6 9 ( - l ) . 9 8 7 0 - 2 ) . 3 4 1 0 - 3 )
(15) L=3 . 7 4 2 ( - 2 ) . 1 2 9 ( - 2 ) . 4 3 2 0 - 1 ) . 1 4 1 0 - 1 ) . 3 6 9 0 - 3 )
L=8 . 1 1 5 ( - 2 ) . 2 6 6 ( - 3 ) . 4 3 1 0 -1 ) . 1 1 8 0 - 1 ) . 3 6 0 0 - 3 )
(16) L=3 . 7 7 9 ( - 2 ) . 1 3 9 ( - 2 ) . 4 2 7 0 - 1 ) . 1 3 9 0 -1 ) . 3 9 5 0 - 3 )
L=8 . 1 1 6 ( - 2 ) . 1 9 0 ( - 3 ) . 4 3 4 0 -1 ) .122 0-1) . 3 4 7 0 - 3 )
•ĵ
(a)Numbers inside the parentheses indicate power of 10.
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energy of 100 eV. The elastic cross sections do not vary 
much (less than 15%), and are not included in Table VI. The 
calculations (1) through (S) are two-state close-coupling 
calculations, and as such the effects of the intermediate 
states are not included. Other calculations include one or 
more intermediate states, however.
The comparisons of the 2^S partial cross sections, 
computed by calculations (1), (6), and the rest in Table VI, 
show that the 2^P state is by far the most important inter­
mediary for the 2^S cross sections. Similarly, the 3^P state 
is seen to be most important for the 3^8 cross sections by 
comparing calculations (2), (8), and the rest. Although the 
partial cross sections of the n^S states do change, the total 
cross sections are not much affected by inclusion of inter­
mediate states as will be seen later. Thus, the significance 
of the intermediate states (2^P and 3^P states for 2^8 and 
3^8 cross sections respectively) is to redistribute the partial 
cross sections, the consequence of which lies in the angular 
distribution (the differential cross sections).
Although no great change (20%) in n^P cross sections is 
observed by including various intermediate states, it is noted 
that the 2^8 state affects the 2^P cross sections more than 
other states; similarly the 3^8 affects 3^P cross sections. 
Furthermore, these changes in n^P cross sections due to n^8
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states occur for partial cross sections of small angular mo­
mentum (L=3), indicating the short-range nature of the potential 
between the l^S and n^S states. It had been expected to see- 
only a small change in the n^P cross sections, since the direct 
coupling potentials (l^S-n^P) are indeed much larger than the 
indirect coupling potentials via other atomic states.
Somewhat more complex pattern of the interplay among 
the intermediate states is seen for the 3^D cross sections. 
Compared with the results of calculation (5) (direct coupling 
alone), the inclusion of the 2^P or 3^P states separately 
[calculations (9) and (10) respectively] enhances the cross 
sections by an order of magnitude; however, when both the 2^P 
and 3^P states are included simultaneously [calculation (12)1, 
the 3^D cross sections become much smaller again. Further in­
clusion of higher states beyond those already included in calcu­
lation (12) or (13) does not contribute significantly toward 
the 3^D cross sections as evidenced by calculations (12) through
(16). The n^S states do not affect the n^D cross sections as 
severely as the n^P states. Furthermore, by comparing calcu­
lations (10) and (11), and (12) and (13), the effect of n^S 
states is evidenced only for the partial cross section of small 
angular momentum (L=3). This is due to the fact that in the 
indirect coupling scheme of l^S-n^S-3^D, the l^S-n^S potentials 
are short range (decaying exponentially for large r), compared
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with the l^S-n^P potentials in l^S-n^P-3^D scheme, which behaves 
as r  ̂ for large r.
The destructive interference effect of 2^P and 3^P states 
on the cross sections of the 3^D state is further analyzed by 
means of the successive approximation (Appendix III). The severe 
destructive interference is graphically illustrated in Figure 2. 
It is expected that the interference should be generally de­
structive in nature. However, what is surprising is the almost 
"completeness" of the destructive interference. To understand 
this phenomenon, it is necessary to examine the "periods" of 
the channel waves associated with the 2^P and 3^P states, and
the relative magnitudes and the signs of the coupling potentials
1 1  1 1  connecting 2 P and 3 D, and 3 P and 3 D states. At high inci­
dent electron energy the magnitudes of the wave vectors of all 
channels become quite close to one another. Therefore, under 
this circumstance all channel waves would remain approximately 
in phase in the range of r where the coupling potentials are 
expected to be effective. It is true not only for the He 
problem of this research, but also probably for most other cases 
of electron-atom collision problems. In view of this the rela­
tive signs and magnitudes of coupling potentials would dictate 
whether the interference be constructive or destructive. To 
see this, the theorem of completeness is helpful, by which the 
quardrupole matrix element is expanded by the products of dipole
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matrix elements as (omitting multiplicative constant),
<l^Sir^l3^D> = j;^<l^S|rln^Pxn^P|rl3^D> , (4.2)
with the numerical values
n <l^S|r|n^P> <n^P|r|3^D> Product
2 0.728439 4.827257 3.516363
3 0.360300 -10.014785 -3.608332
4 0.230588 1.275664 0.294153
5 0.162309 0.502958 0.081634
6 0.122379 0.279039 -0.034148
7 0.096596 0.185336 0.017903
8 0.078788 0.135956 0.010712
<l^S|r^|3^D> = 0.504494 Total 0.346581
Had the summation in Eq. (4.2) covered over the entire complete 
set, the total would have been exactly equal to 0.504494 as 
shown. Further, it is noted that the various matrix elements 
in Eq. (4.2) are in reality the coefficients of the coupling 
potentials in the asymptotic region. It is immediately obvious 
from the numerical values in the first two rows why such a 
severe cancellation occurs between the effects of the 2^P and 
3^P states. Such a severe cancellation (+3.516 vs. -3.608) 
found in this work on He may possibly be an exception rather 
than a rule. Certainly, there appear to be no a priori reasons 
to suggest the extension of present findings to other collision 
problems, since the coupling potentials are determined by the
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characteristics of atomic states of particular atom under 
consideration. Moreover, the small increase in 3^D cross 
sections with the inclusions of high n^P states [calculation 
(15)] is understood by the numerical coefficients for the asymp­
totic potentials listed above.
In summary it may be stated that the cross sections 
of the dipole-allowed states are not influenced by the presence 
of other atomic states, whereas those of the dipole-forbidden
states are affected to a significant degree by the indirect
1 1 1coupling routes of 1 S-n P-n S(D) type, particularly by those 
n^P states which lie between the ground and the upper states.
Comparison with Born Approximation 
and with Experiments
The total cross sections are computed by the close-
coupling method including l^S, 2^S, 3^S, 2^P, 3^P, and 3^D
states at 100 eV of incident electron energy. The partial
and the total cross sections are tabulated in Table VII. As
mentioned before, the wave functions employed for this calcu-
29lation are those due to Weiss. In Table VIII the comparison 
is made between the present results and those by the Born ap­
proximation, and the experimental data. The Born approximation 
cross sections are those computed by Bell et al  ̂ (also inde- 
pendently by Kim and Inokuti ) using the same wave functions
TABLE VII
TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS AT 100 eV IN UNITS OF a 2 o
BY 1^S-2^S- 3^S-2^P-3^P-3^D CLOSE-COUPLING
L Q^(2^S) Q^(3^S) Q^C2^P) Q^(3!p) Q^(3!d )
0 1.0900x10*0 0.8334x10"  ̂ 1.9571x10"^ 0.0768x10"! 0.0267x10"! 0.0382x10"^
1 0.3353 2.8335 6.9687 0.0371 0.0134 0.1492
2 0.0577 1.7103 3.6894 0.2137 0.0727 0.3980
3 0.0107 0.7278 1.1517 0.4280 0.1393 0.3305
4 0.0026 0.2899 0.2794 0.5437 0.1687 0.2907
5 0.0010 0.1591 0.1603 0.5591 0.1681 0.3116
6 0.0005 0.1307 0.2041 0.5111 0.1480 0.3438
7 0.0003 0.1194 0.2273 0.4353 0.1220 0.3571
8 0.0002 0.1038 0.2096 0.3560 0.0962 0.3417
9 0.0002 0.0846 0.1734 0.2834 0.0757 0.3082
10 0.0001 0.0649 0.1308 0.2202 0.0591 0.2623
11 0.0001 0.0491 0.1019 0.1745 0.0451 0.2143
12 0.0001 0.0362 0.0752 0.1328 0.0347 0.1687
13 0.0001 0.0260 0.0573 0.1064 0.0266 0.1321
14 0.0189 0.0430 0.0823 0.0206 0.1030
15 0.0133 0.0328 0.0651 0.0157 0.0769
Q? 1.4890 7.2009 15.4620 4.2255 1.2326 3.8263
^^^Wave functions due to Weiss.
TABLE VIII
COMPARISON WITH BORN CROSS SECTIONS AND WITH EXPERIMENTS
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(^^All cross sections are in units of 10 ^^cm^. 
(c^Ref .  4.
(d)Ref. 12.






(^^Close-coupling including 1^S-2^S-3^S-2^P-3^P-3^D with
tnO
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as those of this work. The results of Van den Bos,^ employ­
ing somewhat inferior wave functions to those cited above, are 
not included, the sensitivity of cross sections on the accuracy 
of wave functions having been discussed earlier.
As expected, the close-coupling results for 2^P and 
3^P cross sections are quite close to the corresponding Born
cross sections. Somewhat unexpectedly, the difference for 
1 12 S and 3 S cross sections between the two formalisms is very 
small, which suggests a possibility that the short-range po­
tentials may be more important than the long-range ones for 
excitation to n^S states. This is further borne out by the fact 
that the most of the contributions to n^S cross sections come 
from partial waves of small angular momenta as seen in Table
VII. The Born 3^D cross section at 100 eV seems well established 
- 7 0 7to be 9x10 cm with very minute differences due to wave
f u n c t i o n s . F o x ^ *  reported the 3^P and 3^P cross sections
-20 2by Born approximation at 100 eV to be 313 and 8.37x10 cm
respectively. The subsequent correction^^ to this paper states
that these cross sections are to be multiplied by two. This
correction would make his computed 3^D cross section greater 
"20 2than 16x10 cm , but this correction appears to be somewhat 
unrealistic, since it would also make the 3^P cross section 
twice as large.
The measured cross sections of 3^D by several groups^^
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are greater than theoretical values by a factor of two or more.
12 1By an optical method St. John, Miller, and Lin obtained 3 D
- ? D 2cross section of 21x10" cm at 100 eV. The recent results
of time-resolved spectroscopy by Anderson, Hughes, and Norton^^
-70 ?show the value of 23±3xl0 cm which is in good agreement with
that by St. John e_t a J . T h e  3^D cross section of 16.6x10
2 15cm obtained by Moustafa Moussa, De Heer, and Schutten (by
optical means) is considerably smaller than other experimental
values cited above. It is noted that the experimental cross
sections of other states by the latter group are also uniformly
smaller than the ones by the former group. However, the ratio
Q(3^D)/Q (3^P) is seen to agree much better (0.0665 vs. 0.064)
between the two groups. Regardless which experimental data
one chooses to compare the theoretical values with, the dis-
1 1 1  1 crepancy is very serious. By including 2 S, 3 S, 2 P, and 3 P
states in the scattering equation, some improvement (16%) is 
made. However, the present results by no means remove the 
serious discrepancy between theory and experiment. The fact 
that the mutual cancellation of the 2^P- and 3^P-indirect coupl­
ing effects are severe is responsible for the small increase 
in the 3^D cross section. Although further inclusion of higher 
n^P states or doubly excited ^P states shows a tendency of in­
creasing 3^D cross section (Table VI), the increase in cross 
section with each addition of a higher state is too small to
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pursue further at this time.
In conclusion the indirect coupling effects have been 
examined by means of the close-coupling method and found to 
be significant. Due to the slow rate of convergence in the 
3^D cross section, only a small improvement is made toward 
removing the discrepancy between theory and experiment.
PART II
APPLICATION OF GAUSSIAN-TYPE ORBITALS TO 
COLLISION PROBLEM: ELECTRON EXCITATION 




Although a great deal of efforts have been directed 
toward characterizing the electron excitation functions of 
atoms and comparing the experimental excitation cross sections 
with the theoretical values in recent years,^ similar 
studies for molecules are rather sparse in the literature.
Even with the simplification of using the Born approximation, 
computation of the cross sections of electron excitation of 
the electronic states of diatomic molecules is complicated by 
the necessity of evaluating multicenter integrals. Indeed 
calculations of cross sections for diatomic molecules using 
accurate molecular wave functions have been reported for only
T *7 7 r
a few cases. ' The introduction of the Gaussian-type 
orbitals (GTO), which has been used extensively in the calcu-
7 ^ 7
lations of electronic structure of molecules ’ and more
38recently of crystalline solids, has circumvented the diffi­
culty of multicenter integration to the point that the compu­
tational procedure for electron excitation cross sections of




A large part of the experimental efforts of measuring 
electron excitation cross sections of the electronic states 
of molecules has been devoted to the Ng molecule. Experi­
mental studies of a number of triplet states have been re­
ported from several laboratories.^^ Recently the excitation 
functions of the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band (â IT̂ ) and of the
46-49a" Zg state have been measured. The availability of
these experimental data makes it possible to conduct a compre­
hensive comparison between theoretical calculations with 
experiments.
In this thesis are presented the calculations with the 
Born-type approximations of the electron excitation cross 
sections of the a^n^, c'^Z^, a"^Zg, w^A^, b'^Z^, b^n^, A^z*,
B̂ IIg, D^Z*, W^Ay, and E^Z^ states of by means of the
technique of GTO. The cross sections are computed by using
different sets of wave functions to test how sensitively the
former depend on the accuracy of the latter. Theoretical Born-
type cross sections of the â Il and b^H states have been ' g u
reported by Rozsnyai,^^ and those of the six triplet states
by Cartwright. In b th Refs. SO and 34, the molecular wave 
functions were expressed as linear combinations of the Slater- 
type orbitals (STO), thus certain approximations were made 
in order to evaluate the Born integrals. Indeed, in several
cases, quite substantial differences are found between the
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present results and those of Refs. SO and 34. Moreover, in
comparing the algebraic expressions of cross sections given
in Cartwright’s paper to those of this thesis, it is noted
that Eq. (17) of Ref. 34 gives cross sections which are twice
larger than the ones computed according to the present formu-
39lation, as noted in the paper. This discrepancy is due to 
an error in the integration over spin variables in Cartwright's 
work, and the correction for this error has been given.
The experimental data of the a^n^ state furnish a 
test of the accuracy of the Born approximation (without ex­
change) as applied to electronic excitation of diatomic 
molecules since the measurements are extended to energies 
as high as 2000 eV. For the sake of completion the calculated 
cross sections (Born approximation) are given for incident 
energies down to the threshold; however, the interests lie 
mainly in the high-energy region, since the plane-wave ap­
proximation is no longer valid in the near-threshold region.
It may be mentioned that while systematic comparisons of 
theoretical excitation cross sections calculated by the Born 
approximation with the experimental values have been made for 
atoms, similar studies for electronic excitation of molecules 
are very sparse in the literature.
For calculations of singlet-triplet excitation cross 
sections, modifications of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
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52 53have been introduced by Ochkur and by Rudge. Although
the use of the plane-wave approximation is expected to be 
valid only at high energies, these modifications could 
possibly provide sufficient degree of improvement over the 
Born-Oppenheimer scheme so that their applicability may 
extend to much lower energies than does the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation. The singlet-triplet excitation functions fall 
off with energy much more rapidly than the singlet-singlet 
counterpart; indeed in most of the experimental work, the 
energy range of interest lies between threshold and about 
50 eV rather than the high-energy region where the triplet 
cross sections become very small. Accordingly, the dis­
cussions of calculated triplet cross sections (by Ochkur's 
and Rudge's modifications) and their comparison with the 




The process of prime interest is the excitation of Ng 
from the ground electronic and ground vibrational state to a 
particular vibrational level of a certain excited electronic 
state. The rotational structure of the molecule will be 
neglected; instead, the excitation cross sections are averaged 
over the orientation of the molecular axis with respect to 
the direction of incident electron. This is essentially 
equivalent to summing over the rotational levels of the 
final state and averaging over those of the initial state.
Born and Born-Oppenheimer Approximations
Consider a system of an incident electron with a 
diatomic molecule with N electrons (N being even) and denote 
the spatial and spin coordinates of an electron r^ and 
respectively, and the interatomic distance of the molecule 
by R. To derive a general expression for the excitation- 
scattering amplitude, a procedure similar to that of Seaton^^ 
is adopted for treating an (N+1)-electron system corresponding 
to an electron-molecule collision process. The first step is
59
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to expand the (N+1)-electron wave function Y in terms of the 
coupled-representation basis functions ip which are character­
ized by the total spin quantum numbers S, Mg of the entire 
system, i.e.,
(SMg Ir ,r2,. ..r^+2
N+1
(6.1)
where the operator ̂  ^ exchanges r^,o^ with r^;o^, and the
products ip X constitute the basis functions of expansion, m mv
Xjjjy's are the vibrational wave functions of the molecule, 
is the unknown coefficient function to be solved, and the 
explicit form of will be given later. The Hamiltonian of
the entire system is
N+1 o N N+1 ± ± 1 - 1H = :I (''i‘/2*Z/rj^^.Z/r.g) 4 ,1 Ll'-i-'-j
1=1 1 = 1 j=l + l •'
2
■ yn T + Z^/R , (6.2)
where Z is the charge of each nucleus and is the reduced 
mass of the two nuclei in the molecule. Unless otherwise 
specified all the equations are in Hartree’s atomic units.
In the Born-type approximation only the terms
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appropriate to the initial and final states are retained in 
Eq. (6.1). The initial (o) state is a spin-singlet state, 
whereas the final state (n) may be a spin-singlet or -triplet 
state. #^^s in the basis function are constructed by coupling 
the spin of the incident electron with that of the molecule 
so as to form the eigenfunctions of the total spin S=l/2, and 
Mg=l/2 as (denoting the spin of the scattered electron by Ç)
'I'nCSMg |r2,rj,. . ,02,. . .Oĵ ĵ̂ ;R)
' L  mfCCsSmgrngil/Z 1/2)
S G
^ ^^^s ̂ ̂  2 * * ’ ̂ N+1 ’ ̂ 2 * * * ̂ N+1 ’  ̂(^m^ |o^) » (^*2)
where C, ç, and are respectively the Clebsch-Gordan coef­
ficient, the spin function, and the anti-symmetrized (de- 
terminantal) wave function of Ng. The application of the 
variational principle to the Schroedinger equation
HY = ET ( 6 . 4 )
leads to
''^N+1'^1'^2''''^N+l'^^^mv^^^[^-E]
X T (SMg Ir ,r2,. • '^^'^2'" * ’^N+1
X dr2drg. . .drj^^^R^dR = 0 , (6.5)
where indicates the summation over all spin variables.
When the permutation operation in Eq. (6.1) is effected
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Eq. (6.5) becomes
C N * l T ^ ' ' ^ U d V ^ 3 - . . d ? N * l R ^ d R Ï „ ,  ,C(s';'m,,mg,;SMs)
S G
X  /  (s'm^ , ! r 2  ,?3 , .  .  . ; 0 2  , 0 5 , .  . .  ;R)
X C*(C'mg,|ai)x2v(R)[H-E]InyIm,mgC(sGmsmg;SMg)
^  ̂̂ 2 ’̂ 3 ’ * ’ *̂ N+1 ’*̂ 2 ’̂ 3 ’ ’ * *̂ N+1 ’  ̂ 1^^)
X - (})j^(smg|r^,r3,. . .rj^^^;a^,03,. . .0j^^^;R)
X  G C C m ^ l o g j F n v ' C r g )
+ (j)̂ (sMg I T2 ,. . . >0£ > • • • *̂ N+1
X G C C m ^ l o g j F ^ y ^ r g )  -  + . . . I x ^ y ' C R )  = 0 ( 6 - 6 )
Since T2 , and 0̂ ,02, ...0^+2 are merely the inte­
gration coordinates in Eq. (6.6), the indexing of the coordi­
nates may be rearranged such that F^^/s are functions of ?2 
in the second term through the (N+1)^^ term inside the curly 
bracket in Eq. (6.6). When this is done, remembering that
d) 's are determinantal functions, all the terms inside the n ’
curly bracket except the first term are shown to be equivalent 
to the second term. For example, the third term is
*̂ n ̂ ^^s I ̂ 2 ’̂ 1 ’ " ' ' ̂ N+1 ’ *̂ 2 ’̂ 1 ’ * ‘ ’*̂ N+1 ’  ̂(Ç^ç 1̂ 5)
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(|)̂ (sBg I ,r ,. .. \ a , R) C (Çm^ ^nv^^2 ̂
“ ”^ n I  ̂ 1 »̂ 3 ’• * * ̂ N+1 ’̂ 1 ’̂ 3 ’ * * ’̂ N+1 ’  ̂ 1 ° ^ ) 2 ^
which is equivalent to the second term. Thus. Eq. (6.6) may 
be written as
^o^^^2^^3 ‘ ‘ ’̂ ^N+1^ I ̂ 2 ’̂ 3 ’ ’ ’ ’̂ N+1 ’*̂ 2 ’ * ' '^N+1
^ XijiyCR) [H-E] Inv»̂ ’/'n(SMg|r2 ,rj,. . ;cTĵ »^2 ’ ‘ ’ '^N+l'^^
^ ^nv'^^1^ ' I ̂ 1 ’̂ 3 ’ ’ ‘ *^N+1’‘̂ l’̂ 2 ’ ‘ *'^N+1
Fnv^f2))%nv^*) = °
Since the target molecule wave functions are known (or assumed) 
to be exact, Eq. (6.7) becomes
where
^  ^m(^^sl^2'^3'‘'' ^ N + 1 » ^ 2 ’■■*^N+1
X x;v CR)[-z/^i a -z/w X I ^ - Î i I'̂ 11 =  2




% v , n v ’f^P - 
*
^ ■ '^N+1'^1'^2'" * •‘̂N+1
^ I  ̂ 1 »^3 ’ • • *^ N +1 ’̂ 1 »^2 ’ ’ * ‘*^N+1 ’ ^ n v '
X Fnv'ffz) ’ (6.10)
where the operator 4L may assume, according to either "prior"
or "post" f o r m a l i s m , a s
9 9 N+1 _i
^  = -^2 / 2- Z / r 2^ - Z / r 2g - k ^ ^ , / 2+ y | r 2-r^| , p r i o r ,
* =  -''iV2-Z/r^^-Z/r^j-kJ/2.jVj-îj|-l , post.
(6.12)
In accordance with the Born approximation, Eq. (6.8) is ap­
proximated as
(6.13)
where the ground and the excited states are labeled by oo and 
nv respectively. The potentials V and W are due to direct 
(no electron exchange) and exchange of electrons respectively, 
The former is interpreted as the incident electron being 
scattered while causing an excitation of a molecular electron 
to a higher orbital, whereas the latter is interpreted as the 
incident electron being captured in an excited orbital while
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ejecting a molecular electron as a scattered electron. For 
an excitation process of no spin multiplicity change, it is 
customary to keep only V, the exchange term W making no sig­
nificant contribution at high energies. On the other hand, 
for a process of spin multiplicity change, the direct po­
tential V vanishes due to spin orthogonality; hence, the ex­
change term W is the only contributor. In terms of physics, 
this means that an electron of opposite spin must be substi­
tuted (exchange) in order to change the spin multiplicity 
of a molecule.
Using the well-known t e c h n i q u e t h e  scattered 
amplitudes in (Scj)} direction are
X Foo^^l^^^l ' direct, (6.14)
g*^Ce*;S') = •
exchange, (6.15)
where 0' designates the orientation of the molecular axis with 
respect to the direction of the incident electron, and "+"
and signs refer to the spin non-exchange, and spin exchange
processes respectively. The averaged differential cross 
sections for exciting the molecule from the ground to an 
electronic-vibrational excited state nv are
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lS(oo*nv|e« = C<«Aï/21c^^);"|f^^(e*;e') 
+ g* (6'l>;S')l^sil'8'il0' ) (6.16)
I^\oo+nv|8*) = (Wj^kj^y2k^^)/^|g‘̂ (0(J);0') I ̂ sinG'dG' ,
(6.17)
S Twhere I and I refer to a singlet and a triplet final state 
respectively, the integration sinG'dG' results from averaging 
over the orientation of the molecular axis with respect to the 
direction of the incident electron, and is the degeneracy
of the final electronic state. For a diatomic molecule, 
electronic states are doubly degenerate with respect to 
A = |±M| except the case M=0, where M is the component of the 
angular momentum in the direction of the molecular axis.^^
Thus all but Z state (A=0) are doubly degenerate.
In order to evaluate f^^ and the basis functions
are explicitly written as
l / 2 | r ^ , r 2 , - « . * ^ N + 1  ’
0^(1) 02(1) • • • u^(l)









b^(2) bgCZ] ... b%_2C2) b^.iCZ) b%(2) 
b^CS) b2(3) ... bj^_2(3) b^(3)
bjCN+l) %%(%+!)
Cl(2) C2(2)
Cl (3) C2(3) ••• ^N-2^^^
Cl(N+1) ... Cn CN+1)
>
a(l)
- D(c)[Ci(2) C2(3) Cn -i CN) Cj^CN+l)]}a(l) ,
for singlet, (6.19)
'î jj(l/2 l/ZlrgfTg,... fw+i * > *̂9 » • * • ̂ mj-1 ’N+1' 1' 2 N+1
f Ei (2) &2(2) ••• ^N-2^^^
(N!)l/Z
yi




J j  il I
b^(2) bgCZ) ... bj^_2(2) bj^.^(2) bĵ (2)
b^(3) bgCS) ... b%_2(3) b%_i(3) b%(3)
b^(N+l) bwCN+l)
0(1)
Cl (2) 0,(2) ••• ^N-2^^^ ^N-l^^) c^(2)




Cl(N+1) ... c^CN+l) J
X""
= /?7? D(a)[ai(2) 82(3) ... a%_i(N) a%^N+l)]g(l)
- /T77 /T77 (D(^)[b^(2) b2(3) ... bw_i(N) b^CN+l)]
■• C j ^ ( N + l ) ] } a ( l )  ,+ D(c)[Ci(2) C2(3)
for triplet, (6.20)
where u^, a^, b^, are the orthonormal one electron spin- 
orbitals which depend on R as parameter, and a and g are the 
spin functions. The electron coordinates r^,r2,...r^+^ are 
simply denoted inside the parentheses by numerics 1,2,...N+1. 
The factors /2/3 and -/1/3 are the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients consistent with the spin assignments given in 
Eq. (6.22), and the factor /1/2 is the normalization constant 
for two determinantal functions. The short notation "D" is
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used for convenience to denote the normalized determinants 
with the principal diagonals written inside the brackets.
To the extent of dealing with single electron excitation 
processes, all spin-orbitals except two in Eqs. (6.18), (6.19), 
and (6.20) are identical, e.g.,
Ui=ai=bi=Ci , for i=l,...N-2. (6.21)
The remaining two spin-orbitals are 
UN-iCr,a) = p(r)a(a)
Uj^(r,a) = p(r)B(a)
^N-l(f'O) = p(r)a(a) 
a%(r,o) = p ’ (r)a(o)
(6.22)
= p(r)a(a) 
bĵ (r ,a) = p' (r)3(a)
CN-iCr,a) = p(r)B(a) 
c%(r,o) = p ’ (r)a(a) ,
where p and p' are respectively the ground and the excited 
orbitals. With the substitution of Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19),
Eq. (6.9) is evaluated
^nv,oo(^l)  ̂ fXnv^^^Xoo^^)^
X /T77 {D(b)*[bi(2) 6,(3) ... bj^_^(N) b%(N+l)]
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- d ( = 5‘ [ c ^ ( 2) C g C S )  ... c ^ . j C N )  C % ( N + 1 )]}
* N+1 ^ ,
X a Cl)[-Z/r^j^-Z/rj^g+JJr^-r.| ]
x D f “ 5[Uj(2) UjO) ...u^_j(N) Uj,(N+l)]a(l) .(6.23)
In substituting Eq. (6.18), is replaced by as indicated
fbl *in Eq. (6.9). As far as two pairs of determinants [D^ and 
and and in Eq. (6.23) are concerned the
term (-Z/r^^^Z/r^g) is constant, whereas ^\|r^-r^|  ̂ is a 
one-electron operator. The two determinants in each pair 
differing by a column, the former makes no contribution 
(orthogonality), whereas the latter gives an identical result 
for each pair, viz.,
X p(r^)dr2 . (6.24)
The properties of determinantal functions are found in the 
literature. The evaluation of the exchange integrals is
somewhat more complex because and in Eq. (6.10) are not
functions of the same electron coordinates. However, the ex­
change integrals for excitations to a singlet and a triplet 
state may be constructed as





,oof*l’ ' fxIv(R)Xo.(R)R^dR[/%77 w(a)(Ÿi)
- /1/6 (r^) - /1/6 , for triplet.
(6.26)
W ^ ^ ^ C r ^ )  = N l o ï d r 2 d r 2 . . . d r H + i f ^ i ) * # C
X D(")[Ui(l) UgCS) ... u%_i(N) Uj^(N+l)]a(2)F^^(2) ,
i=a,b,c, (6.27)
p(a) = D(*)[ai(2) 82 (3) ... aj^_^(N) a%(N+l)]g(l)
^(b) = D(b)[bi(2) 62(3) ... bx_i(N) bj^(N+l)]a(l) (6.28)
^(c) = D(c)[Ci(2) C2(3) ... Cj^_i(N) Cj^(N+l) ]a (1) ,
and the prior form of ÿ t  is grouped as
N+1 ^ ^ 1
m— o
(6.29)
H' = -V2 /2-Z/r2^-Z/r2g-k^^/2+|r^-r2|
After substitution of Eq. (6.28) in Eq. (6.27), each of the 
two determinants and are expanded by its first row
elements, e.g.,
N N
- N y a V Î 3 - - - ^ V i  R X1 — 1 J —1
X 4^)*[H'+ nr2-rj^rbuj(l)A)“)ctC2)F„o(2) , (6.30)
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where and A^") are respectively the normalized minor
determinants formed from the determinants and by
omitting the first row and the i^^ column. H ’ is a constant 
as far as the minor determinants are concerned; thus, inte­
gration and summation over coordinates 3 through N+1 give
vanishing results, unless i=j=N in which case the result is
N+1 ^ ^
unity. Because I is a one-electron operator,
there are more terms resulting from the integration. The 
results, after integration and summation over coordinates 4 
through N+1, are
= i:^Jd?2dr33*Cl)p'*C2)a*C2)p*(3)a*(3)
X  H ’p(l)3(l)p(3)a(3)a(2)F^^(2)
+ j\jdr2dr3{[3*(l)a*(2)p'*(3)a*(3)r23^u. (l)p(3)3(3) 
i — 1
+ 3*(l)p'*(2)a*(2)a*(3)r23S(l)3(l)u. (3)]a(2)F^^(2)} ,
( 6 .31 )
= I^/dr2dr3a*(l)p'*(2)3*(2)p*(3 )a*(3)
X H ’p(l)3(l)p(3)a(3)a(2)F^^(2)
+ ^n^Jdr2dr3{[a*(l)b*(2)p'*(3)3*(3)r23^u. (l)p(3)3C3) 
i=l





+ ^ ï ^ % o f d r 2 d r 3 { [ a * ( l ) c * C 2 ) p ' * ( 3 ) a * ( 3 ) r 2 3 l u i ( l ) p ( 3 ) a ( 3 )
i=l
+ a * C l ) p ’*(2)a*(2)c*(3)r23^pCl)ct(l)u. C3)]aC2)F^^(2)} ,
(6.33)
where r23 = |r^-r3|, and the minus sign in the first member 
of Eq. (6.33) arises from interchange of two columns in the 
minor determinant. It is also noted that the first member of 
Eq. (6.32) vanishes due to the spin orthogonality.
Ochkur's and Rudge's Modifications
With the expressions of and W given in Eqs. (6.25)
and (6.26), and with replacement of Fq q (?) by exp (ilÈ^^*r),
the Born-Oppenheimer exchange amplitudes could be evaluated.
However, there is a serious discrepancy between the results
obtained using the prior and the post interaction formulations
in practice, although the two formulations would give an
identical result if the wave functions of the collision system 
57were exact. Moreover, the computed cross sections by the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation exceed the conservation limit 
of incident electron flux, which is traceable to lack of 
orthogonality between wave functions, exp (iî^^ *r (r2 ,^3,. . . )
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and /which describe the conditions
1 52before and after the exchange collision process. Ochkur
53and subsequently Rudge made modifications to the Born- 
Oppenheimer approximation, both of which remove the major
shortcomings of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
5 2In his work on e-He problem, Ochkur has shown by 
partial differentiations that
I C r / b  =
X  P * ( r 2 j p ' * ( r 2 ) p ( r ^ ) p ( r 2 ) d r ^ d r 2 d r 3
= 4Trk'^Jexp{i(^QQ-^^^)-r^}p’* Crj^)p(r^)dr^, (6.34)
I{r23^) ■
X P* C^3)p ' * (r2)p (r^)p (r2)dr^dr2drj 
= 0(k;G) , (6.35)
Kr'b = j-r-lexp(i((oo'r2-%nv'ri)}
X  P*(r2)p'*(r2)p(r̂ )p(r2)dr̂ dr2dr3 
= 0(k;G) , (6.36)
where k^ is the greater of k^^ and k^^. In evaluating the 
exchange collision amplitudes, Ochkur discards the terms of 
type as in Eqs. (6.35) and (6.36) since they are of higher
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order of smallness compared with the terms of type as in Eq.
(6.34). Within the framework of the Ochkur's modification, Eqs
(6.31), (6.32), and (6.33) become operationally equivalent to
W^^^(r^) 4ïïkQ"^p'’‘(r^)p(r^) ,
w(b)(Z^) + 0 , (6.37)
W^^^(r^) -4ïïk^‘^p'*(rj^)p(r^) ,
where k^ is replaced by k^^ (excitation). Now by means of 
Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26), the exchange amplitudes in Eq. (6.15) 
become
X X*y(R)Xoo(R)R^dR , (6.38)
Snv(8*;G') = 2/37? ko0^fexp(i(%qo'%nv)'fl)
X p'*(fi)p(Ti)dr;X*v(R)Xoo(R)%ZdR . (6.39)
5 3 2The Rudge's modification entails to the replacement of k^^
1/2 2by (k^^-ie ) , where e is the ionization potential of the 
initial state in Rydberg units. The direct collision ampli­
tude is obtained by substitution of Eq. (6.24) in Eq. (6.14) 
with Pqq(?2) replaced by exp(i5^Q*r^) as
fnv(G*;G'] " -(2n)"l/T Jexp{i(î^^-^^^)-r^}
X r^2^p'*(r2)p(r2)x*v(R)Xoo(R)R^dRdr^dr2
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= - 2 / 1  K"2fexp(it'r)p'*(r)p(r)x*y[R) Xoo(K)R^dRdr ,
(6.40)
where t = ^Qo'^nv' Introducing the transition amplitude
(?y^(K;0’,R) = -/I /exp(it*r)p• *(r)p(r)dr , (6.41)
the differential cross sections may be expressed as
I®(oo*nv|e*) = (iOnkn/2k^^)j;i;C2K'2-T-2)(^^(K;a',R)
* xIv(*)Xoo(K)K^dR|2sine'dG' , (6.42)
I (oo-nv|84.) = (3(«„kn/2k^^)|;|/-T'2,%„CK;a',R)







= (k^y-iGl/2)2  ̂ Rudge.
Franck-Condon Factor Approximation
When the vibrational function y  of the initial state^00
has a localized form, the overlap between Xqq and x^y is ap­
preciable only for a small range R. Within this limited range
of R, i^ found to be a slowly varying function of
33 35R. ’ In such a case, a substantial simplification is made
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by suppressing the dependence of(2^^(K;G',R) on R, and evalu­
ating (^Q^(K;0',R) at Rq which is the equilibrium bond length 
of the molecule. This is known as the Franck-Condon factor 
approximation. With this approximation,
lS(oo-.nv|e*) =
X £/on(K;S',Ro)l^sinS'dS' , (6.45)
lT(oo.nv|e*) = (3o.„k„^q„^/21c„„)j;|T-2(S^„(K;0',R„)|2
X sinG'dG* , (6.46)
where the Franck-Condon factor q „ is^nv
q„v = l/x*vWkoo(R)R^dR|^ . (6.47)
The total cross sections for excitation to an electronic- 
vibrational state are obtained by integration of the differ­
ential cross sections over all solid angle sin0d6d(j). Using 
the momentum-change variable,






Q‘(°o-nv) = (3™„q„^/k„2)J^4Xj.^Kj;|T-i^„(K;0',R„)|2 
X  SinG'dG' ,
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where
^min ~ ^00 ^nv ,
(6.50)
^max " ^oo^^nv .
The total cross sections for excitation to an electronic 
state are
Q̂ (o-»-n) = IyQ^(oo+nv) ,
(6.51)
Q"̂ (o-*-n) = %yQ^(oo+nv) .
Although in principle the values of and depend on v,
except near the threshold one can ignore their variations due 
to the vertical excitation energies to different vibrational 
levels of the upper electronic state and simply use some mean
value and for all vibrational components, i.e.,
Q^(o-n) . Cî^q„^)C™„/ko^);^“ K «
min
X J j l  ( 2 K ' 2 - T ‘ 2 ) ^ j ^ ( K ; 0 ' , R ^ ) | 2 s i n 0 * d 0 *
Y
' (2K-2-T'h <%„(K;0' ,R^) | ̂
min
X sin0'd0' . (6.52)
The error in the total cross section due to this approximation 
is about 21 at 40 eV, and at energies greater than 100 eV the 
error is completely negligible. However, the use of Eq. (6.51)
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requires reliable Franck-Condon factors whereas the use of
Eq. (6.52) does not. In this work the cross sections of the
all triplet states and the a^n^ state are computed by Eq.
(6.51). The Franck-Condon factors used in this work are due
to Benesch et al^^ for â II , B̂ II , Ĉ II, , and and due to  g g u ’ u'
Cartwright^^ for E^Z*, and D^Z* states. For other
singlet states (b^B^, b'^Z*, w^A^, a"^Zg, c'^Z*), the cross 
sections are computed by using Eq. (6.52).
It is convenient to introduce the quantity
' (6-53)
from which one can easily obtain both the singlet and the 
triplet excitation cross sections. The function G^^(K) de­
pends only on the wave functions of the initial and the final
states; therefore, it is especially suitable for testing the 
sensitivity of cross sections on the accuracy of the wave
functions used. The generalized oscillator strength ^^(K)
is related to (K) ason^ ^
5-„„(K) = (iE)G„„(K) , (6.54)
where AE is the vertical excitation energy.
CHAPTER VII
METHODS OF COMPUTATION
The wave function of a molecule is customarily ex­
pressed as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) of 
the constituent atoms. Further, the atomic orbitals have 
been traditionally expressed by the Slater-type orbitals 
(STO), which are the products of exponential and polynormial 
functions. Indeed, an examination of atomic Hartree-Fock 
equation shows that the solutions (i.e., atomic orbitals) 
would have the form of STO; therefore, STO is the natural 
choice as far as atomic problems are concerned. However, in 
applications of quantum mechanics beyond atoms to molecules 
and solids, the progress is impeded to a large extent by the 
extreme computational difficulty of evaluating multicenter 
integrals associated with the use of STO's. On the other 
hand, the Gaussian-type orbitals (CTO), admittedly inferior 
to STO in representing an atomic orbital, do not lead to such 
a computational difficulty. Thus, even if several GTO's are 
needed to represent an atomic orbital to the same fidelity as 
one STO would, such a disadvantage is far outweighed by the 
advantage gained in computational ease. In fact the advantage
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of using GTO functions is amply demonstrated in the molecular
3 6structure calculations, in the electronic band structure
38calculations of solids, and in the studies of electron-
35 39molecule collision problems. ’ Therefore, the technique 
of GTO is adopted in this work.
Transition Amplitudes
To avoid a duplication of notations, the ground and 
the excited molecular orbitals in Eq. (6.41) are denoted by 
(j>̂  and respectively. With these notations transition 
amplitude is
^%n(K;0') = /*%,(r)exp(i%'r)*^(r)dr , (7.1)
where the subscript in r^ is dropped, and the R-dependence is 
suppressed by using the Franck-Condon factor approximation. 
Thus, it is understood that the molecular orbitals (j)̂ and , 
are those corresponding to the equilibrium internuclear sepa­
ration of the ground state. Each molecular orbital is 
given in LCAO form as
♦x ' +MCX/)UjCrB)] , (7.2)
where u^(r^) and u^(fg) are atomic orbitals centered at nuclei 
A and B respectively. Here, & represents a collection of 
quantum numbers for an atomic orbital and c^^s are the coef­
ficients of LCAO expansion determined by self-consistent
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field (SCF) calculation, and M(A,£) takes +1 or -1. With <j)'s 
given as in Eq. (7.2),
&;%',&') , (7.3)
where
J(X,&;%',&') = f[u,,(r.) + M(X',A')u,,(r_)]*
X exp(iî*r)[u^(r^) + M(X,£)u^(r^)]dr . (7.4)
If the atomic orbital u*s in Eq. (7.4) are expressed by STO,
J would contain series of multicenter integrals of type
I = Jr^ exp(-a'r^)Y*,j^, (6^(j))exp(it*r)
X  rgexp(-arg)Y^j^(6g(j))dr . (7.5)
The evaluation of integrals of type Eq. (7.5) is rather diffi­
cult, and one must resort to an approximation such as ^-function
33 34expansion technique which was adopted by Cartwright.
Even with such an approximation, the computational complexity 
increases rapidly with inclusion of higher atomic orbitals, 
so that, for example, in the Cartwright's work,^^ the atomic 
orbitals other than Is, 2s, 2p had to be excluded from compu­
tation. However, if u's are expressed as GTO's, such an inte­
gral can be evaluated in a closed form by the following pro­
cedure. For convenience the notations of Gaussian functions 
will be adopted as denoting a Is-type Gaussian (function) of 
exponent a centered at a point A by s(a,A), the similar 2p-types
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by p^(a,A), etc., and 3d-types by d^y(a,A), etc., i.e.,
s(a,A) = exp{-a[(x-A^)^+(y-Ay)^+(z-A^)^]} ,
Pi (a,A) = (i-A^)s(a,A) , (7.6)
dij(a,A) = (i-A^)(j-Aj)s(a,A) ,
where 1 and j represent x, y , z, and A^, Â ., A^ are the 
Cartesian coordinates of the point A. It is well known that 
a product of two Gaussians centered at two different points 
A and B may be expressed by another Gaussian centered at a 
third point C as^^
s(a,A)s(b,B) = exp[-ab(AÏÏ)^/(a+b)]s(a+b,C) ,
(55)2 . (Ax-Bx)2+(Ay-By)2+(A2-B;)2 , (7.7)
Cf = (aA^+bB^)/(a+b) , i=x,y,z .
Thus, using the Cartesian coordinates with the origin at the 
midpoint of Ng molecule, the integral
<s(a,A)|exp(i%'r)|s(b,B)> = /^”s*(a,A)
X exp[i(K^x+Kyy+K^z)]s(b,B)dxdydz (7.8)
can easily be evaluated by substitution of 
x' = X - (aA^+bB^)/(a+b) ,
y' = y-(aAy+bBy)/(a+b) , (7.9)
z* = z-(aA^+bB^)/(a+b) ,
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with the result
<5 (a,A) [exp(it*r) I s(b,B)> - fn/ta+b)]^/^
X exp[-K^(a+b) ^/4]exp[-ab(AÏÏ)^/(a+b)]
X  e x p { i ( a + b ) ‘ ^ [ ( a A ^ + b B ^ ) K ^ + C a A y + b B y ) K y + ( a A ^ + b B ^ K J }  .
(7.10)
Integrals involving p- and d-type orbitals may be obtained by 
successive partial differentiation with respect to A^, B^, etc. 
and manipulations of Eq. (7.10). They are listed in Appendix 
IV. For an electron-diatomic molecule collision problem, it 
is convenient to choose the coordinate axes such that 1̂ lies 
on the y-z plane without loss of generality. This gives 
K^=0, Ky=Ksin0, K^=Kcos0, where 0 is the angle between and 
the molecular axis as shown in Figure 3. The nuclei A and B 
are placed at (0,0,R^/2) and (0,0,-R^/2) respectively as shown 
in Figure 3. When the symmetries of the molecular orbitals 
and (p^, are specified, Eq. (7.4) may be expressed in ana­
lytical form, e.g.,
J(0g,ls;0y,ls) = <s(a,A)+s(a,B) |exp(it*r) |s(b,A)-s(b,B)>
where
= 2iW[sint^-esint2l , (7.11)
W = [7T/(a+b)]^/^exp[-K^(a+b)‘^/4] , 
e = exp[-abR^^/(a+b)] , (7.12)
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ti = KRgCOS0/2 ,
-1.tg = KRg(a-b)(a+b) cos0/2 .
Substitution of Eq. (7.11) in Eq. (7.3) gives as a function 
of K and 0. It should be pointed out that 0 differs from 0' 
which was defined in Chapter VI as the angle between the 
direction of the incident electron and the molecular axis. 
However, for the purpose of averaging | | ^  over all orien­
tations, 0' may be replaced by 0 without any change in substance,
+z
Figure 3. Momentum Change Vector K
Relative to the Molecular Axis
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Generalized Oscillator Strengths
To compute G(K), which is related to the generalized 
oscillator strength by a multiplicative constant of AE as 
shown in Eq. (6.54), the averaging process is carried out 
numerically. For the electron-homonuclear diatomic molecule 
collision problem, Eq. (6.53) can be reduced to
G(K) = 2w^K'^Jj/^|(^j^(K;0)l^sin0d0 . (7.13)
The integrand is computed for values of 0 from 0=0° to 0=90° 
with A0=1° for a total of 91 quadrature points. The numeri­
cal integration is performed by means of the Newton-Cotes* 
six-term interpolation scheme. In order to test the accuracy 
of this procedure a provision is made in the computer program 
so as to pick out the values of integrand at every other 
quardrature points (A0=2° and 46 quadrature points), and the 
integration is carried out similarly. The difference in the 
results between the two cases (91 and 46 quadrature points) 
occurs in the fourth significant figure at worst, indicating 
that the accuracy of this procedure is good at least for four 
significant figures. Using this scheme, G(K) is computed for 
as many as 65 values of K. Next, the tabular values of G(K) 
are curve-fitted to a quotient of two polynormials according 
to the known behavior of the generalized oscillator strengths 
of the optically-allowed and -forbidden transitions as
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7 7 iG(K) = [bi+b_x+b_x']/[l+ y a.x^] , allowed, (7.14) 
i- ^  ^ 1=1 1
. , 7 .
G(K) = [b,x+b-x +b_x ]/[l+ T a.x ] , forbidden,(7.15)1  ̂ a 1 , 1  1
where x=K^. In certain cases where G(K)'s show "structures", 
it becomes necessary to improvise the curve-fitting schemes 
by making separate fits which are valid in different regions 
of K values.
Finally, for excitations to triplet states, Eq. (6.49) 
is integrated by the Simpson's rule from K=0 to certain upper 
limit of K with AK=10"^ throughout. For excitations to singlet
_ O
states, the integration is carried out from K=10 with the 
starting AK»10'^, doubling AK after each 100 quadrature 
points of K. The small starting AK used for the singlet 
excitation cross sections is necessitated to accurately evalu­
ate the diverging integrand in Eq. (6.49) in the case of exci­
tation to an optically-allowed states.
Conversion of STO to GTO
To carry out the computational procedures described 
in the preceding section, the wave functions must be expressed 
in GTO. One may obtain such a wave function of Ng by perform­
ing the SCF calculation using the GTO basis functions as is 
done in this work. However, all N2 wave functions in the
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literature^^ are in STO form, in which case STD's are
converted to GTO by the following procedure. For a given
molecular orbital, the constituent atomic orbitals are grouped
by symmetry (i.e., by ns, np, nd types), and each group is
curve-fitted to seven Gaussian functions. The non-linear
59least square curve-fitting technique of Marquardt is adopted,
by which the linear (multiplier of Gaussian) and the non-linear
(exponent of Gaussian ) are allowed to vary simultaneously.
Typically, in the region where the value of the function is
-  ?greater than 10 of its peak value, the fit is good within 
a few tenths of a percent. In the region where the value is 
order of 10  ̂ of the peak the fit is about 1%. The fit be­
comes poorer (>10%) as the value of the function becomes less 
than 10  ̂ of the peak value. In order to see how sensitively 
the computed cross section depends on the "goodness" of GTO 
expansion of a STO, a test calculation was made, using ls->-2p 
excitation of hydrogen atom.39 it was found that the six- 
term GTO expansions for both Is and 2p atomic wave functions 
of hydrogen atom give cross sections within 1% of the exact 
values over the incident electron energies 60-1000 eV.
Judging from the quality of curve-fitting, the present 
work should be of comparable accuracy as in the test case 
cited above.
CHAPTER VIII 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Generalized Oscillator Strengths
Before making an extensive comparison between the 
theoretical and the experimental excitation cross sections 
of the Ng molecule, it is important to ascertain how sensi­
tively the theoretical values vary with the choice of the 
electronic wave functions. To this end several sets of the 
wave functions are used, which are given by Nesbet,^^ Richard­
son,^^ Ransil,^^ Sahni and De L o r e n z o , a n d  Lefebvre-Brion 
and M o s e r . T h e  wave functions of Ransil and those of Sahni 
and De Lorenzo contain in the basis functions n=l and n=2 
atomic orbitals, with the distinction that the exponents of 
atomic orbitals were optimized in the former set, whereas 
they were not in the latter. The wave functions of Richardson 
differ from those above in that the number of n=2 atomic orbit­
als were doubled. The 3d atomic orbitals were included in 
Nesbet's wave functions which give better energies. For com­
parison a SCF calculation has been performed on the electronic 
structure of Ng using 13 s-type and seven p-type GTO's as the 
basis functions. The exponents and the "contractions" of the
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Gaussians were taken from the work of Huzinaga and Sakai 
however, the "contractions” on the 2p GTO's were relaxed to 
gain more variational freedom. To show the relative accuracy 
of these wave functions, the total and the orbital energies 
of the ground state of various SCF calculations are
tabulated in Table IX. The numerical parameters of the active 
orbitals of the present GTO wave function and the typical 
curve-fit results are shown in Appendix V.
For convenience Nesbet's wave functions for both the 
ground and the excited orbitals will be designated by set (i), 
Richardson's wave functions by set [ii), and the present GTO 
functions by set (iii). In the cases of excitation to the 
Rydberg excited states (c'^, and a"^, the wave
functions of the excited orbitals given by Lefebvre-Brion and 
Moser were used in combination with Nesbet's, with Richardson's, 
and with the GTO ground state functions. However, the same 
designations will be used without confusion, since those wave 
functions by Lefebvre-Brion and Moser are the only ones avail­
able for the Rydberg excited orbitals of (3s)0g and (3p)a^.
Set (iv) will refer to the combinations of the Ransil's ground 
state and the excited state functions of Sahni and De Lorenzo's 
"restricted treatment".
Since both the singlet and the triplet excitation cross 
sections are proportional to the generalized oscillator strengths.
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TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT WAVE FUNCTIONS
OF Ng GROUND STATE
GTO (a) NESB (b) RICH (c) RANS (d)
eT -108.8894(G) -108.9730 -108.7853 -108.6336
-15.71564 -15.69623 -15.70512 -15.46705
-15.71203 -15.69262 -15.70192 -15.64423
'^g -1.53154 -1.48569 -1.49301 -1.42106
2-u -0.77741 -0.78581 -0.76287 -0.71370
-0.63005 -0.64278 -0.62225 -0.55548
l"u -0.63082 -0.62261 -0.61378 -0.54540
Present calculation.
^^^Nesbet (Reference 60). 
fc")'■ ^Richardson (Reference 61).
(^^Ransil (Reference 62).
^®^A11 energies are expressed in atomic units.
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a detailed examination is made on the various versions of the
functions computed by different sets of wave functions.
The singlet cross sections are particularly sensitive to the
behavior of Gg^(K) for small values of K($1.0), whereas the
triplet cross sections are governed mainly by G^^^K) for larger
values of K [See Eq. (6.49)]. When the eletronic states of
the molecule are represented by those of a single electron
configuration, as in Eqs. (6.18), (6.19), and (6.20), each
excitation can be characterized as a one-electron transition
from one molecular orbital to another. Each of the 3o „->-1it„,g g
2au-̂ lfTg, In^+lVg, 30g+(3s)0g, and 3ag->(3p)Oy transitions is 
discussed, which are the underlying one-electron transitions 
of all the excitation processes considered in this thesis.
The generalized oscillator strengths, conputed by using the 
Nesbet's functions, are tabulated in Tables X and XI.
1 3This transition corresponds to the a 11̂  and B of 
the (leg)2(10u)2(2eg)Z(20y)2(lny)4(30g)(l,g) configuration.^^ 
Different versions of G^^(K) have been calculated by using all 
four sets of wave functions. Fig. 4 shows the curves of G ĵ^(K) 
calculated by sets (i), (iii), and (iv) along with the experi­
mental values of Lassettre and Krasnow.^® The results of set
(ii) lie between sets (i) and (iii) and are left out for clarity.
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TABLE X
Gl _(K) FOR OPTICALLY-ALLOWED on '
TRANSITIONS IN a.u.
K 30g+(3p)0u 2a 4-lTTu g
0.01 1.277C-1)(c) 2.942C+0) 1.397C+0)
0.02 1.276 2.941 1.397
0.05 1.262 2.935 1.394
0.10 1.210 2.915 1.382
0.15 1.134 2.881 1.364
0.20 1.027 2.835 1.339
0.30 .775 2.708 1.269
0.40 .573 2.540 1.178
0.50 .288 2.341 1.073
0.60 .130 2.120 .959
0.70 .408(-2) 1.888 .841
0.80 .776(-3) 1.655 .727
0.84 .567
0.90 .lOlC-2) 1.428 .618
1.00 .280 1.213 .520
1.20 .597 .839 .357
1.40 .606 .550 .241
1.60 .424 .343 .162
1.80 .234 .204 .112
2.40 .399(-3) .316C-1) .403(-l)
2.80 .328 .657(-2) .202
3.20 .225 .962(-3) .916C-2)
3.60 .950(-4) .291
4.00 .306 .360 .133
5.00 .115(-5) .822(-4) .103
Appropriate for states.
Computed by using GTO wave functions.




G CK) FOR OPTICALLY-FORBIDDEN on ̂ ^
TRANSITIONS IN a.u.
0.05 .252C-1) (b) .110 (-3) .165(-1)
0.1 .477 .421 .284
0.2 .856 .154(-2) .436
0.3 .115C+0) .318 .508
0.4 .138 .518 .528
0.5 .156 .744 .519
0.6 .168 .984 .492
0.7 .176 .123(-1) .456
0.8 .182 .148 .417
0.9 .184 .173 .378
1.0 .185 .197 .341
1.2 .181 .242 .276
1.4 .173 .281 .225
1.6 .162 .315 .186
1.8 .150 .344 .158
2.0 .138 .366 .136
2.4 .113 .396 .108
2.8 .916C-1) .408 .907(-2)
3.2 .733 .408 .777
3.6 .585 .399 .668
4.0 .467 .383 .570
5.0 .273 .331 .368
6.0 .172 .274 .225
7.0 .119 .222 .133
8.0 .900(-2) .179 .787C-3)
9.0 .729 .143 .481
10.0 .614 .115 .315
(^^Appropriate for A state.























The theoretical values calculated using sets (i), (ii), and
(iii) agree very well with one another (within 10%) and also
show a reasonable agreement with the experimental data for
small values of K. The theoretical generalized oscillator
strengths have been reported by Rozsnyai (based on the Ransil's
functions with unoptimized exponents for both the ground and
the excited s t a t e s ) . H i s  values are lower than all four sets
of theoretical values mentioned above (Fig. 4). The Rozsnyai's
approximate scheme of evaluating multicenter integrals may be
subject to some errors. The discrepancy of a factor greater
than two is difficult to reconcile, however. As will be seen
in the next subsection, his values for 2 a  Îtt transitionu g
agree much better (20%) with the present results. Rozsnyai 
was able to increase the value of the oscillator strengths by 
dropping the Is and 2s constituents from the 5 a ^  molecular 
orbital, but there appears to be no theoretical justification 
for this step. The close agreement between the theoretical 
values calculated from the wave functions of Nesbet, of Richard­
son, and the present GTO wave functions is especially encourag­
ing.
The electronic configuration ( 2 a ^ )  ( 3 0 g )  ^  ( I ï ï ^ )  ( I tt^ )  




















latter however, is believed to be mixed with the
(2ay)^(3ag) (iTTg)̂  configuration. The graphs of
calculated by sets (i) and (iv) along with Rozsnyai's values^® 
and Lassettre and Krasnow's experiemntal values^® are displayed 
in Fig. 5. The results of sets (ii) and (iii), which are not 
shown in Fig. 5, differ from those of set (i) by no more than 
8.5% and 2.61 respectively. All four calculated G^j^(K) curves 
show a maximum at K=0, characteristic of the generalized 
oscillator strengths of a diple-allowed transition. Moreover, 
they are not very sensitive to the choice of wave functions 
for this transition. From electron-impact energy loss experi­
ment, Lassettre and Krasnow obtained the generalized oscillator 
strengths for the energy loss AE=12.85 eV.^^ It was suggested 
that the spectrum of this energy loss probably includes con­
tributions from vibrational levels of c'^Z*, c^R^ as well as 
1 71b Ry. Because of these uncertainties no comparison between 
theory and experiment will be made for this transition.
When an electron in the degenerate lir̂  is promoted to 
another degenerate lïïg orbital, four different assignments may 
be made, which are responsible for Z^, Z^ and doubly degenerate 
Ay s t a t e s . T h e  ^Z* state (designated as b'^Z*) is an optically- 
allowed one, and its triplet counterpart is the A^Z* state.
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The other states (a'^Z^, W^A^) are all dipole-
forbidden. The shape of the G^^(K) curves indeed properly 
reflect the optical nature of the transitions as may be seen 
in Figs. 6 and 7 is identically zero for symmetry-
forbidden transition to Z^]. Fig. 6 shows the G^^(K) ap­
propriate to ^'^Zy computed by sets (i) and (iv), and the 
results by set (ii) are represented simply by dots for clarity. 
Set (iii) gives values which are between sets (i) and (ii) 
except near K=0 where they are about 5% larger than those of 
set (ii). Sets (i) and (iv) differ most, but the difference 
is within 25% for K<3.0. An interesting feature of the 
secondary extrema (not shown in Fig. 6) has been observed 
beyond K=3.5 (by all sets of wave functions). However, these 
extrema occur at too large values of K and the magnitude is 
too small (less than 10  ̂ of the value at K=0) to affect the 
total cross sections in any appreciable way.
1 3Fig. 7 shows G^^(K) appropriate for ’ A^ computed by
sets (i), (iv) and (iii)[by dots]. The results by set (ii)
are smaller by 10% at K=0.1 and larger by 10% at K=6.0 compared
with those of set (i). A much broader peak in this curve is
noted, compared with other optically-forbidden transitions.
As will be seen later, this broad peak is responsible for a
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Figure 6. G^j^(K)
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3o -V C3p)a^ and l a ^  ^  C3s)0g
The 30g+(3p)ay transition corresponds to excitation 
to the Rydberg c'^Z* and states. In Fig. 6 is presented
the G^^(K) curves for the 3ag->(3p)a^ transition. As desig­
nated before, for this and the 30g+(3s)0g transitions, sets 
(i), (ii) , and (iii) refer to the 30g orbitals of Nesbet, 
Richardson, and GTO in order in combination with (3p)o^ and 
(3s)0g orbitals of Lefebvre-Brion and Moser. The generalized 
oscillator strengths depend much more sensitively on the 
initial l a ^  as seen in Fig. 6. The discrepancy is particularly 
severe (as much as a factor of two) below K=1.2. This will 
be reflected much more strongly in the singlet cross sections 
than in the triplet cross sections.
From the measurements of absorption spectrum, Lawrence, 
7 3Mickey, and Dressier obtained the absolute optical oscillator
strength to be 0.14±0.04 for the p'^Z* band which is the first 
vibrational member of c'^Z* state. By comparing the transition 
probability deduced from their oscillator strength and the one 
from the life-time measurement, they conclude that the Franck- 
Condon factor for the p ' level to be very close to unity. As­
suming the Franck-Condon factor of the p ' level to be unity, 
the present computed Gqj^(K=0) leads to an optical oscillator 
strength of 0.0607 which is about 2.3 times smaller than the
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measured value. Unlike other transitions studied in this
thesis, the G (K) function for shows an unusual bo­on u
havior of decreasing very rapidly from K=0 to K=0.84 by a 
factor greater than 200 and then rising again to a broad 
maximum around K=1.3 (Fig. 6). This sharp decrease in Gg^(K) 
indicates a strong angular dependence of the differential 
cross section. The relative intensities measurements of 
electron-impact energy loss spectra also show the strong 
angular dependence. This point is discussed in fuller detail 
later.
The generalized oscillator strengths of the 30g-»-(3s)ag
transition, which yields^^ the a"^E^ and states, are seeng g
to have the qualitative behavior of those of a dipole-forbidden 
state (Fig. 7). Compared with the values obtained by set (i), 
set (ii) results are about 7% larger for K>1.0. On the other 
hand, set (iii) gives values which are about 20% smaller for 
K<0.5, but practically identical for K&2.0.
Excitation Cross Sections for Singlet States
The a^Fg State (Lyman-Birge-Hopfield Bands)
The a^Rg state is the only singlet state for which a 
considerable amount of experimental work on the measurements 
of the absolute excitation cross sections has been reported
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in the literature; therefore, it is a particularly good case 
for testing the Born cross sections. In applying the Born 
approximation to the singlet-singlet excitation problems, it 
has been customary to ignore the exchange effect. By means
c 2 c %of the Ochkur and Rudge modifications, the exchange ef­
fect can be taken into account more satisfactorily than by 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Accordingly, the singlet 
excitation cross sections have been computed by these two 
versions of exchange treatment and by neglecting exchange, 
using wave functions set (i), and the results are compared in 
Pig. 8. It is seen that the Ochkur exchange tends to decrease 
the computed cross sections in the low energy region, whereas 
the use of the Rudge formula reduces only slightly the cross 
sections above 40 eV but gives a substantial increase over 
the non-exchange values as the incident electron energy is 
decreased. In fact, it is easy to see from Eqs. (6.42) and 
(6.44) that for incident electron energy less than 5e/3 + AE 
(in Ry) the Rudge exchange term tends to increase the cross 
sections. A similar increase of cross sections (at low energies) 
has been observed, associated with the use of the Rudge modifi­
cation for all the other singlet states studied in this thesis.
It may be pointed out in passing that the same kind of be­
haviors were also noted in the excitation functions of the
1 7 5and D states of He. From the available experimental data
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of , it is difficult to decide which version of the exchange 
approximation works better for singlet-singlet excitation. 
Moreover, the difference between the non-exchange Born ap­
proximation and the two modifications is appreciable only at 
relatively low energies where such effects as polarization 
and distortion, which were not included in all the Born-type 
theory, may play important roles in determining the cross 
sections. Without a quantitative measure of these effects, 
it is impractical to attempt a critical appraisal of the two 
versions of exchange formula by comparing the theoretical 
values with the experimental data. However, the steep rise 
of cross sections with reducing energies below 30 eV accord­
ing to Rudge's modification could be somewhat unrealistic.
For this reason and the reason that the Rudge’s modification 
lacks the detailed balancing in the case of the singlet-to- 
singlet excitation, the Ochkur modification will be adopted 
to include exchange effect. Unless otherwise specified, all 
singlet cross sections presented in this thesis are computed 
with exchange by the Ochkur's modification.
The theoretical excitation cross sections calculated 
by using the wave functions of set (i), (ii) , and (iii) agree 
very well with one another, of which the results of set (i) 
are shown in Fig. 8. The excitation functions by the other 
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Figure 8. Cross Sections of a IIg
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tation function computed with set (iv) is markedly smaller, 
however (See Fig. 8). The sensitivity of cross sections on 
the choice of wave functions for this and other singlet 
states is summarized in Table XII.
These theoretical cross sections based on wave 
functions (i), (ii), and (iii) are somewhat larger than the 
experimental values reported by H o l l a n d , a b o v e  500 eV the 
agreement is within 25%. This provides an experimental test 
of the accuracy of the first Born approximation for electron- 
molecule excitation since at energies above 500 eV the ex­
change effect is entirely negligible.
Experimental measurements of the excitation cross 
sections have been reported also by Ajello^? for the energy 
range of 10-200 eV. His cross sections are much larger than 
those of Holland in the energy range where the two sets of 
data overlap. Between 100 and 200 eV, Ajello's cross sections 
are substantially larger than the theoretical values.
Aarts and De Heer have studied the electron-impact 
emission of the a^Bg+X^Zg transitions and by normalizing the 
cross sections to the experimental data of Lassettre and 
Krasnow^^ at 500 eV, obtained the excitation cross sections 
of the a^Bg state. Their results are in very good agreement 
with those of H o l l a n d . B r i n k m a n n  and Trajmar^^ reported 
electron excitation measurements for a number of states of Ng.
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By normalizing to the absolute cross sections of other workers 
and by extrapolation they gave an electron excitation function
of the a^n state which agree well with Holland's values.
® 1 
Other cross-section measurements of the a IÎ  state include
the work of Borst^^ and of Freund^^ in the region of 0-40 eV.
It should be mentioned that the measured cross sections 
of Holland and of Ajello were not corrected for cascade con­
tributions. Ajello^^ estimated the probable cascade to be 
less than 10%. In Holland's work evidence has been cited to 
indicate that the cascade contribution is not l a r g e . H o w ­
ever, it was pointed out in Ref. 46 that if radiative life­
time of the a^Hg state is as short as 40 psec, the cross 
sections may include a cascade contribution of 25%-35%.
Recent measurements of Borst and Zipf give the lifetime of
1 78the a Jig state of N2 as 115 + 20 psec, supporting the idea of
small cascade contribution to the observed cross sections.
Included in Fig. 8 are the theoretical cross sections
reported by R o z s n y a i . T h e  latter values are much lower than
the present theoretical cross sections calculated from all
four sets of wave functions as was noted previously. There
also exist other calculations of cross sections by semi-
79empirical means, but the method employed was quite different 




The a"^Z^ state arises from the (Itt ) ̂  (3a ) (3sa )§ ^ o o
c o n f i g u r a t i o n . I n  Fig. 9 are shown the theoretical exci­
tation functions of a"^Zg computed using sets (i) and (iii).
The excitation cross sections do not seem to depend too 
sensitively on the choice of wave functions, sets (i) and (iii) 
differing about 20%. The theoretical cross sections show E ^
dependence beyond 2 50 eV. The experimental excitation function
4 9reported by Brinkmann and Trajmar is about 50% of the pre­
sent theoretical counterpart above 80 eV, although agreement
_ 1
is considerably better at lower energy. The E dependence 
of their excitation function starts at much lower energy than 
250 eV found in this theoretical work. Brinkmann and Trajmar 
studied electron impact energy-loss spectra at 15, 20, 30,
60, and 80 eV of incident electron energy. They have normal­
ized their data to different known experimental cross sections 
according to the incident electron energy. At incident electron 
energies greater tlian 80 eV, they extrapolated to obtain the 
cross sections. Their procedures of reducing experimental 
data may account for some of the discrepancy found between
I. i 1 L, I I ' 1 ^ - L J i t C J i L . .
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Theory: Set (i)








Incident Electron Energy (eV)
Figure 9. Cross Sections of and c'^Z*u
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The c'ĥ  State
The state which belongs to the (I'ffy)̂ (30^) (3pa^)
configuration, is a dipole-allowed state; thus, it is of 
special interest to study its excitation properties. The 
excitation functions obtained using wave functions (i), (ii), 
and (iii) are shown in Fig. 9. The broad peak of the exci­
tation function reminds one of the corresponding case of the 
dipole-allowed excited states of atoms. For this state un­
usually large variations are noted of the cross sections due 
to the choice of wave functions (as large as 50%), the shape 
of the theoretical curves remaining nearly the same. Recently 
the p'^Z* state has been identified as the lowest vibrational
level of the c'^Z* s t a t e . T h e  optical excitation function
X + 1 + ^ 0of p ' Zy+X Zg (v"=l) has been measured by Aarts and De Heer,
and the shape of their excitation function is in good agree­
ment with the present calculations. Since only one vibrational 
component (v’=0-»• v" = l) of the c'^Z*+X^Zg transitions and one 
component of c'^Z^^^^Hg were reported in the measurements of 
Aarts and De Heer, it is not possible to compare the magnitude 
of the present theoretical cross sections with experiments. 
Instead, the optical cross sections of Aarts and De Heer is 
normalized to the theoretical cross section [by set (i)] at 
2000 eV in order to compare the shape of the excitation functions,
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The normalized cross sections of Aarts and De Heer are in­
cluded in Fig. 9. The agreement is seen to be quite good.
As the case of a dipole-allowed atomic excited state, 
the differential excitation cross sections of c'^Z* are 
sharply peaked in the forward direction as illustrated in 
Fig. 10 which shows the differential cross sections at various 
incident electron energies as a function of scattering angle, 
including that of a^n^ at 15 eV for comparison. This is in
qualitative agreement with the experiment by Williams and
80 81 Doering. Lassettre has pointed out the sharp decrease
in relative intensity at zero angle of the 12.93 eV transition
of the electron impact spectra of Heideman, Kuyatt and Chamber-
82 1 lain, and identified this peak as p ' state. The present
calculations give a theoretical value of 8 for the ratio of
the differential cross section at 0=0 of the p'^Z^ state at
35 eV to that at 20 eV in qualitative agreement with the
observation cited above.
The w^A^ and b'^Z* States
3 2The configuration (30^) (Iw^) gives rise to
three singlet states w^A , b'^Z*, and a'^Z . The author is  ̂ u ’ u ’ u
not aware of any direct experimental measurements of electron 
excitation of the w^A^ state; however, Freund has pointed out
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Figure 10. Differential Cross Sections of a^H and c'^E*g u
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The excitation functions of state computed by using
wave function set (i) is displayed in Fig. 11. Compared
with the results shown, the cross sections by set (ii) are
about 5% smaller at low energy but 5% larger at high energy.
Set (iii) gives cross sections which are uniformly larger
by 10% than the ones shown. Below 40 eV, the cross sections
by set (iv) are about 20% smaller than the ones by set (i),
but above 200 eV the agreement is within 5%. The broad shape
of G (K) for this transition is reflected in the broad peak on
of the excitation function with E  ̂dependence starting around 
400 eV.
The b'^Zy state is another dipole-allowed state.
However, theoretical calculations here are complicated by
the mixing with the ( 1 it^ ) ^(30g) (3a^) configuration (35%) and
possible vibrational perturbation of the high vibrational
l e v e l s . T h e  latter will not be treated in this work,
but the former can be analyzed in some detail. In Fig. 11
are shown theoretical cross sections to the pure
(lv^)3(3o^)2(ingjl%+ state, to the pure (iTTy)^(SCg) (3a^)
state, and to the state of 65-35% weighted mixture of the
above two (using Richardson's functions). Although the pure
cross sections of Itt ->1it and 3a -*-3a excitations are quiteu g g u
similar both in magnitude and shape, the severe destructive 
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Figure 11. Cross Sections of b'^Z^, b^n^, and w^A^
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which are about one tenth of either of the pure cross sections. 
The sensitivity of the "mixed" cross sections indicates that 
in order to obtain reliable excitation cross sections of 
b'^Z* state, it would be necessary to conduct an accurate 
analysis of the configuration mixing.
Under the first Born approximation (including Ochkur's 
or Rudge's exchange term), the excitation cross sections of 
the a'^Ey state becomes zero. To analyze theoretically exci­
tation to this state, one must consider the indirect coupling 
1 ^  1 "between X E and a' E through the various intermediate states, g u *
Calculations of excitation cross sections involving indirect 
coupling are beyond the scope of this research. Nevertheless, 
it may be pointed out that a somewhat similar case is known 
of excitation of neon atoms in which the Born cross sections
(exclusive of exchange terms) of a number of the excited
5 5 3states of the 2p np and 2p nd configuration are zero.
The b^Ry State
The b^Ry state may be described as deriving from the
(2a^) (Itî ) ̂  (lïïg) configuration mixed with (1it̂ ) ̂  (30g) (lir̂ ) ̂ .
Since the wave function for the latter configuration is not
available, the discussions for this state are only qualitative
in nature. Nevertheless, the computations have been made for
the excitation cross sections for the pure (2a ) ( I tt )^(ln ) ^ R  .u u g u
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In Fig. 11 is shown the excitation function calculated by- 
using set (i). The sensitivity to the choice of wave function 
is not too great (See Table XII). The excitation function 
exhibits the broad maximum characteristic of the dipole-allowed 
states. The shape of the excitation function and the magni­
tude of the cross sections are in fact rather similar to
those of the b'^Z^ state.
1 3It is well known ’ that for the singlet-singlet
excitations at high incident electron energies, the cross
_ 1
sections depend on energy as E InE in the case of the dipole- 
allowed transitions and as E  ̂ in the case of dipole-forbidden 
transitions. The present theoretical calculations using 
Nesbet's functions show that within 5% the cross sections of 
the dipole-allowed b'^Z* (pure In^+lVg), b^H^, and c'^Z* 
states begin to have such asymptotic energy dependence at 500, 
700, and 1400 eV respectively. The cross sections of the 
dipole-forbidden â II , a"^Z*, and w^A states show within 5%
E  ̂ dependence from 300, 250, and 400 eV respectively.
Excitation Cross Sections for Triplet States
Compared with the singlet states, a considerably 
larger amount of experimental data are available for excitation 
cross sections of the triplet states. Particularly the 
(first positive system) and C II^(second positive system) states
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TABLE X I I
SENSITIVITY OF THE SINGLET CROSS SECTIONS 
ON THE CHOICE OF WAVE FUNCTIONS
(a)
States Set ( i ) ( c ) Set ( i i ) Set ( i i i ) Set ( i v )
0 .980
(1 8 .5 )
0.0442
0.945
(1 8 .5 )
0.0427
0.931
(1 8 .5 )
0.0417
0.551
(1 9 .0 )
0.0276




























































A l l  cross sect ions  are computed by Ochkurls  
m o d i f ic a t io n  and expressed in  u n i ts  o f  a^ .
For each s t a t e  there  are three  rows which are 
r e s p e c t iv e ly  the peak cross s e c t io n ,  the p o s i t io n  
o f  the peak in  eV, and the cross sect ion  a t  1000 cV,
See the t e x t  f o r  des ignat ions .
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TABLE XIII
SENSITIVITY OF THE TRIPLET CROSS SECTIONS 
ON THE CHOICE OF WAVE FUNCTIONS






































































(^^All cross sections are computed by Rudge's
2modification and expressed in units of a
fb")'■ ''For each state there are three rows which are 
respectively the peak cross section, the position 
of the peak in eV, and the cross section at 60 eV. 
(^^See the text for designations.
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have been investigated experimentally by several groups.
Unlike the case o£ some of the singlet states, there is no 
evidence of serious configuration mixing or of perturbation 
of vibrational levels in the triplet electronic states.
Since the electron exchange effect is entirely responsible 
for exciting the triplet states, one expects a much larger 
difference between the Ochkur-type and the Rudge-type calcu­
lations than in the singlet counterparts. From Eqs. (6.43) 
and (6.44) it is seen that if the vertical excitation energy 
AE is equal to the ionization potential e of the initial 
state, the two approximations would give identical results.
Thus for the excitation to the triplet states of the helium 
atom for which the excitation energy is more than 80% of the
ionization energy, one finds a close agreement between the
53 3results of two approximations. However, for the B state
of Ng which is about halfway between the ground state and the
ionization limit, the Ochkur approximation gives markedly
39larger cross sections than does the Rudge modification.
The Rudge formula was derived in a first-principle manner 
based on the variational method, thus it will be adopted in 
the present calculations of the triplet excitation cross 
sections. Unless otherwise specified, all the calculated cross 
sections of the triplet states are of the Rudge-type. Compu­
tations have been made using both the theoretical and the
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experimental values of the ionization energy e in Eq. (6.44),
of which the results using the latter are presented. The
replacement of the latter by the former may reduce the cross
sections by as much as 20% for B^n , C^H , and E^Z*,g> u ’ u g ’
and increase by as much as 20% for A^Z* and
The sensitivity of the triplet cross sections to the
choice of wave functions employed is summarized in Table XIII.
The State (Second Positive System)
%
The excitation function of the C state calculated 
by using the Nesbet's wave functions (with Rudge's exchange) 
is shown in Fig. 12. For the purpose of comparison, also in­
cluded is the excitation function (scaled to one half) calcu­
lated by means of the Ochkur exchange. The results by using 
wave function sets (i), (ii), and (iii) agree within 4%, and
the results of set (iv) differ no more than 10% from the above
group (See Table XIII). The theoretical excitation function 
of Cartwright is uniformly twice as large as the present one 
for the reason explained earlier.
Included in Fig. 12 are the experimental excitation
functions (apparent) reported by Jobe, Sharpton and St. John^®
4 2  %and by Burns, Simpson and McConkey. The C state receives 
little cascade contribution, thus it is particularly suited 
for making comparison between theory and experiment. The magni-
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Figure 12. Cross Sections of C^n
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tude and the position of the peak of the present theoretical 
2curve (1.61 a^ at 14.5 eV) agree well with the experimental
2 . 2 values of 1.85 a at 15 eV by Jobe et al and with 1.52 ao     0
at 14.0 eV by Burns et, al_> but the shape of the theoretical 
excitation function is broader than the experimental counter­
part. The recent optical measurements by Shemansky and Broad-
85 2foot show a peak cross section of 1.35 a^ at 14.7 eV.
77The unnormalized optical excitation function of Freund has 
a somewhat broader shape than those in Refs. 40 and 42. The 
cross sections reported by Skubenich and Zapesochny, how­
ever, are much smaller than those of Refs. 40 and 42. The
good agreement between the present theoretical cross sections
40 42and the experimental results of two different groups ’ 
suggests the possibility that the Born-Rudge approximation may 
be reasonably adequate in describing electron-impact excitation 
of the triplet states of N2. The Born-Ochkur cross sections, 
however, are more than two times greater than the Born-Rudge 
counterpart near the peak, and by 40% at 40 eV and by 27% at 
60 eV.
The State (Vegard-Kaplan Bands)
The transitions between and X^Z* have been ob-u g86 87served by various methods. ’ The mechanism of population 
of A^Zy is of aeronomical interest. In their analysis of
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Figure 13. Cross Sections of A^E*, and E^E*
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o  Q
auroral spectrum, Broadfoot and Hunten concluded that the 
population of is almost entirely due to cascade. Very
recently Borst^^ has reported direct experimental measurements 
of the In Fig. 13 are shown the present calculated
cross sections (Nesbet’s wave functions) along with Borst’s 
experimental results. The excitation functions obtained by 
using other sets of wave functions are somewhat (15-20%) 
larger than the one shown in Fig. 13, but their shapes and 
the positions of peak agree very well with one another.
While the peaks of both curves occur at about the same energy, 
the theoretical cross sections are substantially larger than 
the experimental ones lying beyond the limits of uncertainty 
given by Borst. Cartwright's theoretical values are con­
sistent with the present results except for the difference 
of a factor two mentioned previously.
The B^Hg State (First Positive System)
The excitation function computed by using Nesbet's 
wave functions is shown in Fig. 14. It agrees with the theo­
retical curves resulted from sets (ii) and (iii) to within 
8%. When the wave functions of set (iv) were used, the peak 
cross section is found to undergo a 30% reduction, while the 
cross sections above 40 eV are not much affected (8%). Al­
though the present cross sections had been expected to be
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  Set (i)
  Expt. (Uncorrected) Ref. 44.
Expt. (Corrected)
•H
1.0  - -
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Incident Electron Energy (eV)
Figure 14. Cross Sections of B ITg
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about one-half of those of Cartwright's; the latter are 
found to be about three times larger than the present values 
using similar wave functions. This discrepancy is difficult 
to reconcile.
Experimental measurements of the apparent excitation
44functions have been reported by Stanton and St. John, by 
McConkey and S i m p s o n , a n d  by Skubenich and Zapesochny.
The first two sets of data are quite close to eacli other, 
whereas the Skubenich and Zapesochny cross sections differ 
quite appreciably from those of Refs. 44 and 43 for incident 
energies below 16 eV. These apparent excitation functions 
contain, in addition to direct excitation, the cascade contri­
butions from higher states. Among the states which may
3 3 3cascade to the B H state, the C II and C  H states areg ’ u u
probably the most important ones. By using the experimental
3 3data of the optical excitation function of the C n^+B 
transition reported by St. John and co-workers"correction"
was made to the experimental data of Ref. 44 for cascade from
%
the C state. This corrected excitation function along with 
the uncorrected apparent excitation function of Stanton and 
St. John are included in Fig. 14. There are no experimental 
data of excitation cross sections of the C'^n^ state to esti-
3mate its cascade contribution. The C  11̂  state [configuration 
3 2(lïï̂ ) (30g)(lUg) ] involves two electrons in excited orbitals.
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and no accurate wave functions for this state have been
published to the author's knowledge. Of the other triplet
states which may cascade to B^n^, the cross sections of the 
3 3 +W and D states are much smaller than the direct exci-
3
tation cross sections of B II as will be seen in the nextg
two subsections. Under the Born-Rudge (or Born-Ochkur) 
approximation, the collision amplitude of excitation of the
3 -B ' vanishes. Thus no further cascade subtraction will be
made to the "corrected" excitation function in Fig. 14. It 
is seen that the experimental excitation cross sections of 
B̂ IIg are considerably larger than the present theoretically 
calculated values. From their recent optical measurements,
o r
Shemansky and Broadfoot estimated the peak cross section as 
24.28 a^ which is about two times larger than the ones reported
in Refs. 41, 43 and 44.
89Gilmore pointed out the interesting possibility of
cascade scheme of A^Z*(high v) -»■ B^IIg(low v) A^Z^(low v) .
The present calculations indeed indicate that the excitation
cross sections of A^Z* is about five times larger than those
of B^n„ and that the Franck-Condon factors of A^Z* favor exci- g u
tation to the vibrational levels around v=10 which may cascade 
to the lower vibrational levels of B^n^. Such a double cascade 
mechanism may be responsible for at least part of the dis­
crepancy between the theoretical and the experimental curves.
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The State
The present theoretical excitation function of the
state computed with set (i) is shown in Fig. 15 along
41with the experimental data of Skubenich and Zapesochny.
Wave functions set (ii) and set (iii) give results within
4% of the one shown. The shape of the excitation function
is markedly different between theory and experiment. The
broad secondary peak around 25 eV reported in Ref. 41 is in
distinct contrast with the present theoretical results. A
77recent experimental optical excitation function by Freund
also shows somewhat similar shape to the one in Ref. 41.
33The theoretical cross sections of Cartwright are some six 
to eight times larger than the present values. This dis­
crepancy may be partly due to the fact that in the Cart­
wright's calculations of the excitation function of the 
D^Z* state, the multicenter terms in the transition ampli­
tude were neglected. To examine this point, separate calcu­
lations of the cross sections have been made omitting all the 
three-center integrals and the results become rather close 
to one-half of Cartwright's values (within typically 50%) 
as would be expected.
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Figure 15. Cross Sections of D Z3^ +u
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The W^A and Statesu g
3The theoretical excitation function of the W 
state shows a peak around 22 eV which is distinctly broader 
than those of the other triplet states studied in this work 
(Fig. 13). The excitation function shown in Fig. 13 is ob­
tained by using wave function set (i). The other three sets 
of wave functions give cross sections which are somewhat 
larger (about 15%) than the ones shown. There do not appear 
to be any experimental measurements of the excitation cross 
sections of the W^A^ in the literature to compare with the 
present theoretical values. Although discrepancy of a factor
of two had been expected between the present and the Cart-
33 3Wright's cross sections, his excitation function for W A^
is virtually identical to the present one.
In Fig. 13 is also included the calculated excitation 
function of the by using set (i). Sets (ii) and (iii)
give the cross sections that are about 8% larger and smaller 
respectively than the ones shown in Fig. 13. In his cross 
section calculations for this state, Cartwright neglected the 
multicenter terms in the transition amplitude (like the case 
of D^E*), and his cross sections are some four to nine times 
larger than the present values. The separate calculations 
without the multicenter terms show that again much of the dis-
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crepancy (beyond the factor of two) is due to the neglect of
90multicenter terms in Ref. 33. Several investigators have
found a sharp peak around 12.3 eV attributed to the 
state in their excitation experiments, the latest being the
experimental measurement by Borst^^ with the peak cross section
2of 0.25 a^ . The present theoretical excitation function shows
2a much broader shape with the peak cross section of 0.133 a^ 
at IS eV. Since the experimental evidence is suggestive of 
a resonance-type mechanism, no further comparison will be made.
For the singlet-triplet excitations, the cross sections
_ 3depend on energy as E at high incident electron energy.
The present theoretical calculations using Nesbet's functions 
show such energy dependence starting within 5% at 170 eV 
(A^Z*), 190 eV (B^n ), 160 eV (C^n^), 85 eV (D^Z*), 100 eV 
(E^Zg), and 190 eV (W^A^).
Conclusion
By using the GTO as the basis functions of the mole­
cular orbitals, the Born-approximation cross sections of 
electron-impact excitation of the electronic states of diatomic 
molecules can be calculated by a very simple procedure which 
is no more complicated than the corresponding case of exci­
tation of atoms. In this thesis are presented the theoretical 
excitation functions for twelve states of the N2 molecule.
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When molecular wave functions of sufficiently high accuracy 
(such as those of Nesbet and of Richardson) are used, the 
computed cross sections do not appear to vary too sensitively 
with the choice of the wave functions.
For the excitation of the singlet states one can use 
the Born approximation for the direct-excitation scattering 
amplitude neglecting the exchange term, or alternatively 
include the exchange amplitude by the Ochkur or the Rudge 
scheme. At energies well above the threshold all three 
schemes (Ochkur, Rudge, and non-exchange) result in nearly 
the same cross sections. Near the threshold region, the 
Rudge-modification cross sections substantially exceed the 
other two types; however, at the low-energy range the Born 
approximation is not expected to be reliable for singlet- 
singlet excitation. Thus the difference between the three 
schemes is not of great interest. Comparison of the present 
calculated singlet excitation cross sections with the avail­
able experimental data shows about 25% agreement for the
a^n state at 500 eV but for the a"^Z^ state at 80 eV theg g
experimental cross section is 50% of the theoretical value.
..In the case of singlet-triplet excitation, the low- 
energy range is of prime interest in most of the experimental 
work. For the theoretical calculations of the cross sections, 
the Rudge modification has been adopted. The present theo-
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3retical excitation cross sections of the C II state are inu
good agreement with the experimental values, whereas for the
3 + 3A and B states the discrepancy becomes considerably 
larger.
In conclusion it may be stated that with the use of 
the GTO, the Born approximation along with the Rudge modifi­
cation provides a simple, practical scheme to compute the 
electronic excitation cross sections of N2, and the results 
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DERIVATION OF CROSS SECTION FORMULA
The algebra of derivation is considerably simplified
by using the results of the Racah's works on the theory of
20complex spectra, which elucidate the coupling schemes of
more than two angula momenta. Also useful are the symmetry
17relations of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (also known 
as vector addition and Wigner coefficients). For this reason, 
the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan, the Racah, and the 
related coefficients are listed first.
The Clebsch-Gordan (C-G) coefficients have the follow­
ing symmetry relations with respect to interchange of the 
parameters,
C(abag;cy) = ( - 1 ) [ (2c+l)/ (2b+l)]^/^C(cay -a;bg)
(I-la)
= (-l)b*G[(2c+l)/(2a+l)]l/2c(bc -gy;aa) . (I-lb)
2 0Racah gives the formula (Racah's sum rule) for the sum over 
a magnetic quantum number of the product of three Clebsch- 
Gordan coefficients as




where W is the Racah's coefficient. The Racah coefficient 
is defined as^^
WCabcd;ef) = A (abe) A (cde) A (acf ) A (bdf )w(abcd ; ef J ,
(1-3)
where the "triangula" coefficient A(abc) is
1/2
and
A(abc) = [ (a+b-c)(c+a-b) (b+c-a)/(a+b+c+1)!]
(1-4)
w(abcd;ef) = (-1) ! / [ (z-a-b-e) !
X (z-c-d-e)!(z-a-c-f)!(z-b-d-f)!(a+b+c+d-z)!
X (a+d+e+f-z)!(b+c+e+f-z)!] , (1-5)
where in Eq. (1-5) the summation over z runs as long as the
20factorials are valid. Some of the symmetry relations of 
the Racah coefficients are




= (-l)e+f-b-c^^aefd;bc) . (l-6e)
Finally a coefficient related to the Racah coefficient is de 
fined as
Z(abcd;ef) = [ (2a+l) (2b+l) (2c+l) (2d+l) ]
X C(acOO;fO)W(abcd;ef) . (1-7)
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In particular the following r e d u c t i o n ^ ?  useful, i.e.,
Z(abcd; eO) = C 2 b + 1 ) . (I-3 )
32Blatt and Biedenharn give the general derivation of 
the cross section formula. The purpose of this Appendix is 
to specialize the derivation with fuller detail to the problem 
of electron-atom collision process.
The scattered amplitude B in (6(p) direction is from 
Eqs. (2.7) and (2.10),
B(n' j'm. ,->njm.) = J i^ ^(2&'+l)^/^
J J &'=0
“ & _ 0
X  I i S(n'j'&'m. ,0;nj&m.m ) . (1-9)
&=0 m=&  ̂ J
Substitution of Eq. (2.24) followed by rearrangement of sum­
ming order yields
T/9 00 L L+j L+j ' Si
B = I I I  Ï  Ï
L=0 m=-L &=|L-j| &'=|L-j'| m=-&
X i&'"A'l(2A'+l)l/2c(A'i'0m,,;LM)C(&jmmj;LM)
X S(nj&LM,n'j'&'LM) . (I-1Ü)
The differential cross section is then
I(n'j'm. , 4- njm. |e^)dn = |B(n’j'm. , -> njm.)Y (8*)|^dn J J j J
(I-ll)
Since the excitation from n'j' to nj state is of major
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interest, it is customary to average over the initial magne­
tic substates (m^,) and to sum over the final magnetic 
substates (m^). Then,
Kn'jVnjle*) =
- S (nj 5,2^2̂ 2,11'j ' 5,2 ' L2M 2) ] K(Lĵ  5,̂5, ’ ;L2&2&2''ji'|G0),
( 1- 12)
where subscripts ”1" and "2” are introduced to distinguish 
the two sets of summing indices, and
lM^M2m^m2mjmj ,^(5,^'j 'Om^ , ;L^M^)C (5,2 ' j ' Om^ , ;L2M2)
X Ylimi(8*)YA2,m2(8 + ) '
Although sums over six magnetic quantum numbers are forma11y 
written out, only two of them (m^ and m ^ ,, for example) arc 
independent due to the restrictions on the C-G coefficients,
Ml = «2 ” "*3 '
mj = M^-m^ = m^,-m-, (1-14)





along with the symmetry relation (I-la) applied to the first 
member of the C-G coefficient in Eq. (1-15), gives
K = (-l)*^[(2Ai + l)(2&i'+l)(2&2'+l)/4n]l/2
^ ^Lm ,̂  ̂ ^1'i ' * ’̂ l^j')^(^ 2'  ̂ *’̂ 2^j'^
X C(&^&200;LO)%^^C(&iimi my,-mj;L^mj,)
X C(L&^0m^;&2m2)Y^Q(8*) . (1-16)
Eq. (1-16) is reduced by using Eq. (1-2) as
K = (-l)*l[(2&i+l)(2&i'+l)(2&2+l)(2&2'+l)(2Li+l)/4n]l/2 
X |C(&i&200;L0)C(&i'j 'Omy , ;L^m^ , )C(&2'j 'Omu , ,)
X C(LL^Omj , ;L2mj ,)W(L£^L2j ;£2Li)Yl o (9<}>) • (1-17)
Application of Eq. (I-lb) to each of the third and the fourth 
C-G coefficients in Eq. (1-17) followed by application of 
Eq. (1-2) gives
-L+2j'




X WC&i'j'LL2;Li&2')l4n(2L+l)]"l/2YLo(8*) . (1-18)
Using the symmetry relation of W in Eqs. (I-6a) through 
(I-6e), and the definition of Z coefficient in Eq. (1-7),
Eq. (1-18) is expressed as
Ai+Ao+j'"jK = (-1)  ̂ (ZL^+l)(ZLg+l)
X [(2&1+1)(2&i'+l)(2&2+1)(2^2 '+1)]^^^
X %^C(&i&200;LO)C(&i'&2'00;LO) (-1)%(£^L^i>2L2 ’3
X W(%i'Li&2'L2;j'L)[4n(2L+l)]"l/2YLo(8*)
-j T ^9-Ji-,+£-1 ’-£.9 '-2L
= (-1)  ̂  ̂ i
X Z(£iLi£2L2;jL)Z(&i'Li&2'L2;i'L) [4tt (2L+1) ] ‘ ^
X Y^o(8*) . (1-19)
When Eq. (1-19) is substituted in Eq. (I-ll) and integrated 
over (8#), one would obtain the expression for the total exci­
tation cross section
Q(n'j’ nj) = /dml(n'j'+nj|8^) . (1-20)
The angular dependence of Y^q(0(J)) appears only in the ex­
pression of K; therefore, for the purpose of obtaining the
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total cross sections, the integration oyer (8#) is performed 
for K function. The spherical harmonics forming an ortho­
normal set, the integration simply leads to
= a^gC-i)  ̂  ̂ Ci) 2 1 1 2
X ZC&iLi&2L2;j0)ZC&^'L^&2'L2;j'0) . (1-21)
By means of Eq. (1-8), Eq. (1-20) is further reduced as
ic = ( 2 h * l ) « L 0 \ j l 3 \ ' Z 2 ' V 2  •
Finally substitution of Eqs. (1-22) and (1-12) in Eq. (1-20)
gives the well-known formula
9  1 l+j L + j'
Q(n'r-^nj) = (n/k’‘‘)(2r+l) I, (2L+1) I V
l=|L-j| H'=fL-j'
X - S(nj&LM;n'j'«'LM)|2 , (1-23)
where the subscripts are now dropped, the two sets of summing
indices having been reduced as seen in Eq. (1-22).
APPENDIX II
COMPUTATION OF POTENTIAL USING 
CORRELATED WAVE FUNCTIONS
The problem to be dealt with is the evaluation of 
the integrals of type,
X dr^drgdrg . (II-l)
With the Weiss functions x's have the form
= ImCCJlj M-m m;LM)Y, „.„,CD [RCr^ (2)
. R(r3,r2,r23)Y.^(2)Y(,„(3)] . (II-2)
Thus,
M-m m;LM)C(&'j' M-m' m';LM)r^“  ̂
X M-mCl)^jm(3)Yoo(2)Y&' M-m'
^ Yj'm'(3)Yoo(2) + M-m^l^^jm^^)
X Y00(2)Yt' M-m'(l)Yj'm'(2)Y00(3)
X ^^'m'(3)^00 (2) + ^D^^Z »^3’̂ Z3^^5, M-m^^^^jm*-^^




where R^, Rg, R̂ ,̂ and Rg are the appropriate products of R's 
which are shown in Eq. (II-2). Since the functions R^, Rg,
Rg, and Rg contain cosBg^ dependence through it is
advantageous to change either set of the integration coordi­
nates (82^2) (83*2) to (823^23) hence, to (r23^23^*
Accompanied by this rotation of coordinate system, it is
necessary to transform the spherical harmonics accordingly.
17Rose gives the relation,
Yjm'(823*23]  ̂ ^m^mm'(*2828]'^jm(®3*3] ’ (H-4)
where , is the matrix representation of the rotations of mm ^
azimuthal angle followed by polar angle 82. From Eq. (II-4) 
it is easy to arrive at
17In particular, the following formulas are useful, deriving 
the expressions of V, viz.,
1/2
and
D^q((^80) = [4v/C2j + l)]i/"Yj^(6*) , (II-6)
'l+j 2
^ m m (8*) = I [ (2 j +1) (2 j +1)/47T(2J+1) ]
Jl*l 3 2^2 J=|ji-Î2l ^




The expansion of r^2 is also well-known, i.e..
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(II-8)
where and r are respectively the greater and the lesser 
of r^ and rg. Now Eq. (II-3) is re-written as
Vww'(fl) = 4%i;ri^drir22dr2dr23Ri(r2.r2.r23)Ii(r23) ,
i=A,B,C,D . C I I - 9 )
The explicit form and evaluation of I^ys are now given, e.g.,
Ia = M-m' m';LM)
^ ZkIg[4./(2k.l)][T//rp'^)]Y^g(l)Y;g(2)Y;
( 11 - 10 )
Applications of Eq. (II-7) followed by Eq. (II-5) gives
»m' (SOsinGgdOgd^g
= (-l)^^j[(2j+l)(2j'+l)/4n(2J+l)]l/Z 
X C(jj' -m m';Jm'-m)C(jj'00;J0)
^ -m,y*^‘̂2®2®̂ ''̂ Jy ̂ ®23'^23^®^”®23‘̂ ®23^‘̂23
= (-l)m%j[(2j+l)(2j'+l)/4n(2J+l)]l/2 
X C(jj’ -m m';Jm'-m)C(jj'00 ;JO)
^ ^'^^Jm'-m^®2‘̂2^^J^‘̂ °®®23^®^”®23^®23 ’ ( H ' H )
M-m m;LM)C(£'j' M-m' m';LM)
X I k % p ( 2 k + l ) ' l [ r < k / r ( k + l ) ] % j 2 n [ ( 2 j + l ) ( 2 j ' + l ) / 4 n ( 2 J + l ) ] l / Z
*
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where in the last step, Eq. (II-6) and the following relations 
among the Legendre, the associated Legendre functions and the 
spherical harmonics are used, viz.,
^  expCim*)pj^l(cos0) ,
( 11- 12)
P°(cos0) = [(2&+l)/2]l/Zp%(cos0) .
Substitution of Eq. (11-11) in Eq. (11-10) yields
[ = yA ^mm
X C(jj' -m m';Jm'-m)C(jj’00;J0)/Y^g(2)Yjj^,_j^(2)dQ2
^ ^^2 M - m ( l ) ^ k g ( l ) ^ & '  M - m ' ( l ) d O i P j ( c o s 0 2 3 ) s i n 0 2 3 d 0 2 2
(11-13)
In Eq. (11-13), d02-integration restricts 
J = k ,
(11-14)
g = m'-m .
Re-naming k by A and performing the integration,
'a = l h [ ’-<Vry*lhC2A*l)-l
X [(2j*l)(2j'+l)(2('+l)/(21+1)]1/2
X M-m m;LM)C(5,'j' M-m' m';LM)
X C(jj' -m m';Lm'-m)C(jj'00;AO)C(A&' m'-m M-m';£ M-m)
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X C(A&'00;&0)P^ (cos9 j^2)sin0
= ilx[r<^/r(^+l)]f%(&jA'j';L)P^(cos823)sin823d823 ,
(11-15)
where the identification is made in the last step of
f^ (S,jS,' j ' ;L). By the similar procedure, the other integrals
are obtained with the results
I c  " l A P j , ( c o s822) / P ^ ( c o s822) , (11-16)
Id  ̂ *




^ 2 3  “ ^ 2 ^  * ’■3  ̂ - 2r2rjCOS023 . CH-17)
''yp'W = 2ljf^CJljl'j';L)vJ^,(r) .
X r^/^expC-aCljr^Jrj^'^P^'^^drj] [/j^expC-6 (i)r j)r^ *^dr j
^  ’^ 3 ' " ’ " ^ ‘* ’ ' 3 / r 3 - r 2 ’' 2 3 ' " ’ * \ ( i > ’' 2 3 ) ' ^ ’' 2 3 l  ■
i=A,B,C,D , (11-18)
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where and c^, are the weight coefficients in the wave 
functions of the initial and the final states, and the Qj^Ci.r^^) 
is the associated Legendre function P^^cosGgg) expressed in 
terms of r2j by Eq. (11-17), and
t(i) = + t^, , i = A,B,C,D ,
and the other parameters are
= Sn + Sn' ' *(&) = ,
p CA) = p^ + Pĵ t > q(A) = » and N = À ;
a(B) ^n  ̂ ^n'^n' ’ 6(B) = %n^n n̂'1 9
P(B) =  Pn+4n'+i
1 q(B) = (In+i+Pn' ’ and N
a(C) = 6(B) , 6(C) = a(B) 9
P(C) = q(B) , q(C) = P(C) , and N = j' ;
a(D) = 6(A) , 6(D) = o(A) 9
P(D) = q(A) , q(D) = p(A) , and N = 0 .
(11-19)
The parameters , p^, q^, t^, etc. are listed in Table I.
In Eq. (11-18), the integrations over r^^ and r^ are done 
analytically. Although the last integration (over r^) may also 
be done analytically, due to an exceedingly large number of 
resulting terms, no computing savings are foreseen; therefore, 
the last integration has been done numerically.
APPENDIX III
SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION
The following approximation to the close-coupling 
equation is helpful for understanding how an indirect coupling 
affects the cross sections of a state which is weakly coupled 
to the ground state. Using the notation
^  H. , (III-l)
the approximations of the differential equations of Eq. (2.17) 
are written
^ S J ^ I S J " U^SJ,lSj(^)^lSj(^) ' (III-2)
'^nPJ^nPj(^) Unpj^isj,(r)Figj,Cr) > (in-3)
 ̂UnDj^isj,(r)Figj,(r)
%nJ"UnDJ,nPJ"(^)^nPJ"(f) ’ (IH-4)
where the initial state being the ground state, its channel 
index has been omitted in F^^j. For a given total angular 
momentum of the system L, the angular momenta J's of the 
partial scattered waves may take 
J = L for j = S
J = |L-1I, L+1 for j = P (III-5)
J = |L-2|, L, l+2 for j = D .
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Eq. (III-2) is first solved for Fĵ gj which is substituted in 
the RHS of Eq. (III-3), and Eq. (111-3) is solved for each 
F^pj. Then these values are substituted on the RHS of Eq. 
(III-4) to obtain
Although the utility of this approximation lies 
mainly in qualitative understanding of the indirect coupling 
effects, the validity of such a scheme is illustrated in 
Table A, where the partial cross sections (L=3) obtained by 
this method are compared with those by close-coupling [Calcu­
lation (13) of Table VI].
TABLE A
q L=3 gy SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION
IN UNITS - 3 2 OF 10 -̂a  ̂0









Calculation (13) in Table VI.
APPENDIX IV
MULTICENTER INTEGRALS 
IN THE BORN COLLISION AMPLITUDE
For convenience the following notations are used 
in this Appendix:
<0D| = s(a,A),
<pO( = <0p| = (p-Ap)s(a,A),
<pq| = (p-Ap)(q-A^)s(a,A),
I 00> = s (b,B),
|rO> = |0r> = (r-B^)s(b,B),
|rt> = (r-B^)(t-B^)s(b,B),
(AÏÏ)p = (Ap-Bp) etc.,
0 = exp(iî'r) = exp{i (K^x+Ky.y+K^z)},
6 = 1, if p=q,
0, if p^q, 
where p,q,r,t = x,y,z.
<p0|0|00> — (2a) — <00j0|00>
P
= [-b(AÏÏ)p/(a+b) + iKp/2(a+b)] <00|0|00>. 
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= (a+b)‘^[(a/2){ôp^(ÂB)^ + " (b/2)6^jS¥)^
+ (l/4)(a+b)’^{-aK (K^(ÂB)^ + K^(ÂB)^) + bK^K^(SÏÏ) }
P
p -
- a^b (XB)p (TÎB)̂  (M) (a+b) ] <00 10 1 00>
+ i ( a + b ) - 2 , ( 6 p t K r  *  + 6 ^ t K p ) / 4
-  ( a / 2 ) ( a + b ) ' l { b ( X 2 ) p ( K y ( I F ) t  +
- aKp(lB)^(ÂB)^ - KpK^K^/8(a+b)]<00|0|00>.
<pq|0|rt> = (2b)"l[6y^<pq|6|00> + <pq]0|rO>]
- + V ' q t  '
* (l/2)(a+b)'ba^«p^(OT)j.(JCS)j +
- a b ( « p ^ ( 5 B ) ^ ( S S ) j  +  6 p , ( S B ) ^ ( Î B ) ^  H-
* - (l/8)(a»b)'b«pqKj.K^
'  S r K q K t  *  «p tKqK,  + « q / p K ^  -  «qtKpKr + « r t S ' q )
- (l/4)(a+b)'2(a2KpKq(ÂE)y(%E)t + b^Kj,K^(5Ê)p(5B)q
- ab (K  K j , (S f )  (SB)^ + K K^(SÏÏ)  (S5 ) j ,  + K Kj. (SB)  (5B )^P r "q" "t p t" "q 
+ K^KjXB)p(lB)^)} + a^b^(II)pOTq(lB)^(XI)^/(a+b)^
+ KpK^K^Kp/16(a+b)^]<00|0|00>
+ i(a+b)-Z[(l/4)(a+b)-l{6pqa(Kr(a%)t + KJÂB)^)
- b6rt(Kp(%F)q + Kq(aW)p) + aprCaKqCCF);
- bKjSÏÏ)^) + "Spt^aKqCm^ ' bK^(SÏÏ)^) +
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- bK^(XB)p) + 6q^(aKp(lB)y - bK^(ÂB)p)
+ Cab/2) (a+b)-2{b(%E)p(ÂF)q(Ky(ÂB)t + K^(SB)^)
- a(ÂB)^CSB) J K p ( M ) q  + KqCm)p)}
+ Cl/8)(a+b)'^{bK^K^(KpCÂF)^ + K q C m ^ )
- aKpKqCK^ C m ^  + (M)^) > ] <00 | 0 | 00> .
APPENDIX V
RESULTS OF GIG SCF CALCULATION OF N_
AND RESULTS OF CURVE FITS
CTO Wave Function
The molecular orbital theory and the formulation of
the self-consistent field (SCF) equations are well described
in the literature ; therefore, these will not be repeated
here. The present CTO SCF calculation has been performed
with the fixed internuclear distance of 2.0675 a correspond-o ^
ing to the equilibrium bond length of the N2 molecule. Al­
though the computation was performed explicitly for the ground 
configuration (10 )̂ ̂ (la^) ̂  (20^) ̂  (2a^)  ̂(30 )̂ ̂ (Itt̂ ) , certain
valence excited molecular orbitals may be obtained to a good
. 91,72approximation. ’
The total wave function of N2 is expressed as the
anti-symmetrized product of one-electron molecular spin-
orbitals. The spatial part of each constituent molecular
spin-orbitals are in turn expressed as
'̂ In ^n^Xni^Xi ’ (V-1)
where X designates the symmetry of the molecular orbital 
(Og, a^, ïïg, %y), and % and c are respectively the symmetry
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basis functions of expansion and its weight coefficients.
The basis function x's are constructed as
^Xi " + M(X,&)u^(%|rg)] , (V-2)
where u's are the Gaussian functions of type Jl(ls ,2p^,2py ,2p^) 
centered at points A and B as indicated by r^ and fg; is 
to normalize and M(X,£) is 1 or -1. With the coordinate
system as shown in Fig. 3 of Chapter VII,
M=+l for X=o , £=ls; for X=o^, £=2p^;
for A=tt̂ , &=2p^,2p ; and
M=-l for X = a  , £=ls; for X=o , £=2p ;u ’ g ’ ^ z
(V-3)
for X=iTg, £=2p^,2py .
For numerical r e a s o n s , e a c h  u is expressed as a weighted 
combination of several single Gaussians, i.e., for a given 
symmetry ,
J'
u.(£|r) = I w.v.(£|r) , (V-4)
j = J
where w's are the weight coefficients, and
v(£=ls|r) = exp{-a(x^+y^+z^)} , 
v(£=2p^|r) = zexp{-a(x^+y^+z^)} , etc.
(V-5)
The Gaussian exponents a and weight coefficients are listed in 
Table B. The original "contracted" set of Gaussians is due to 


















&=2Pz 14 .58942500(+2] .274709690(+1)
= 2Px 15 .13450200(+2) .302032414C+1)






however, as seen in Table B. The contractions of the Gaussian 










Here, i=l to 4 refer to Is type Gaussian, i=5 to 8 refer to 
2p^ type, and i=9 to 12 refer to 2p^ or 2p^ type. For a 
given u^, two different x's are formed depending on the in­
version symmetry ("g" and "u"). The normalization constants 
in Eq. (V-2) are listed in Table C. In Table D are listed 
the expansion coefficients [c's in Eq. (V-1)].
Conversion of STO to CTO
The results of the curve-fit which converts the STO 
atomic orbitals into GTO functions are given below. The un­
normalized GTO's are defined as
GTO(ls) = exp(-gr^) ,
G T 0 ( 2 p )  = e x p ( - g r ^ ) j y
Iz ’
2 b yGT0(3d^) - exp(-6r ) L ^  ,
GT0(3dp) = exp(-Br^)(3z^-r^) .
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In Table E are tabulated the Gaussian exponents 8’s and the 




^Xi "g Nu ^Xi
1 0.707107 0.707107 7 0.695941 0.911522
2 0.707038 0.707176 8 6.523571 3.992016
3 0.624478 0.834574 9 7.934248 7.934248
4 0.551858 1.181441 10 0.744365 0.729126
5 7.934248 7.934248 11 1.032148 0.655182
6 0.693530 0.788906 12 10.897734 3.584532
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TABLE D 
















































































6 c e c e c
. 8 0 4 K - 1 ) - . 3 6 7 0 ( - 2 ) .9647C-1) . 2 4 4 2 ( - 2 ) .1194C+0) .41S1C-4)
.1634 C+0) - . 3 8 5 1 C - 1 ) . 1989 (+0 ) .3971C-1) .2204C+0) .1103C-2)
.3528C+0) - . 9 2 6 9 C - 1 ) . 4467 (+0 ) .1 69 4 ( +0 ) . 4 2 2 3 C+0) .6737C-2)
.7572C+0) - . 7 8 9 6 C - 1 ) . 1155 (+1 ) . 49 66 (+0 ) .8869C+0) .1734C-1)
.5319C+1) . l S 4 8 ( + 0 ) .312S(+1) .9 76 9 ( +0 ) .2150C+1) .2521C-1)
.1701 ( + 2) . 2 3 9 5 ( t O ) . 9 7 7 9 ( + l ) . 1 1 20 (+ 1 ) .6514C+1) .2506C-1 )




Nesbe t  2a^
2p 3d
3 c 3 c 3 c
. 7 9 5 3 ( - 1 ) .3186C-2) .9658 C-1) .1209C-2) . 1 1 9 4 C+0) - . 5 6 7 2 C - 5 )
. 1 6 2 5 C+0) .3960C-1) . 1 9 9 1 C+0) . 1 9 5 8 C-1) . 2 2 0 4 C+0) - . 1 5 0 7  C-3)
.3529 C+0) . 1 5 6 3 C+0) . 4 4 6 7 C+0) . 8 2 6 0 C-1) . 4 2 2 2 C+0) - . 9 2 0 5 C - 3 )
. 7 9 1 1 C+0) . 2 1 1 2 C+0) . 1 1 5 4 C+1) . 2 3 4 4 C+0) . 8 8 6 9 C+0) - . 2 3 6 9 C - 2 )
. 5 4 9 7 C+1) - . 4 0 3 7 C+0) . 3 1 3 2 C+1) . 4 5 1 6 C+0) . 2 1 5 0 C+1) - . 3 4 4 5 C - 2 )
.1579C+2) - . 6 6 8 5 C+0) . 9 8 2 4 C+1) . 5 1 2 4 C+0) . 6 5 1 4 C+1) - . 3 4 2 5 C - 2 )
.5687 C + 2) - . 6 8 1 6 C+0) . 4 3 0 9 C+2) . 4 2 2 1 C+0) . 3 0 0 8 C+2) - . 2 6 9 4 C - 2 )
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TABLE E-Continued
Nesbet  l i r
-g
2p 3d
e c 8 c
.9220C-1) . 31 74 ( -2 ) . 1 8 2 8 C+0) .12 28 C-3)
.1846 (+0) .5444C-1) .3346C+0) .3587 C-2)
•3939(+0) .2330C+0) .6343C+0) .23 45 C-1)
.9652(+0) .5331C+0) .1 3 1 2 C+1) .63 52 C-1)
. 2 6 6 6 ( + l ) . 8981 C+0) .3111C+1) .96 08 C-1)
.8636 ( + l ) . 9958C+0) .9 0 9 2 C+1) .9845 C-1)
.3978(+2) .8018 C+0) .3 9 2 1 C+2) .80 1 5 C-1)
Nesbet
2p 3d
8 c 8 c
.9S98( -1 ) .2416C-2) . 1 8 3 6 C+0) .23 36 C-3)
•1971(+0) .39 49C-1) .3365C+0) .6758 C-2)
.4393C+0) .1668C+0) .6 3 9 0 C+0) .4377 C-1)
.1129(+1) .4617C+0) .1 3 2 4 C+1) .11 76 C+0)
.3074C+1) .8846C+0) .3145C+1) .17 68 C+0)
.9674C+1) .1006 C+1) .9 1 9 9 C+1) .1 8 02 C+0)






6 c 3 c
. 7 7 6 8 ( - l ) .3701 C-2) . 9 4 2 7 C-1) .1242C-2)
. 1 5 1 9 C+0) .35 96 C-1) . 2 0 6 7 C+0) .2 2 8 5 C-1)
. 30 76 C+0) .7 2 30 C-1) . 4 7 9 4 C+0) .1 7 0 8 C+0)
.6 5 11 C+0) .5 8 01 C-1) . 1 1 1 5 C+1) .5436C+0)
.47 17 C+1) - . 1 1 6 4 C+0) .2 8 8 0 C+1) .8 4 7 1 C+0)
.1 4 72 C+2) - . 2 3 8 5 C+0) .9 0 58 C+1) .8313C+0)
.5 5 7 2 C+2) - . 2 7 0 5 C+0) .4 0 9 3 C+2) .6 3 30 C+0)
Ri chardson 2o-u
Is 2p
3 c 3 c
.7 5 5 7 C-1) .6912C-2) .9533C-1) - . 6 9 1 4 C-3)
.1470C+0) .7515 C-1) . 1 9 3 9 C+0) - .6600C-2)
.3085C+0) .1936 C+0) .5 4 7 6 C+0) .3 9 7 5 C-1)
. 7 2 1 6 C+0) .20 87 C+0) .1 0 9 0 C+1) .2016C+0)
.5473C+1) - .3666C+0) .2636C+1) .3 8 7 8 C+0)
.1 6 0 6 C+2) - . 6 7 8 9 C+0) .8140C+1) .4300C+0)
.57 87 C+2) - . 7 7 0 7 C+0) .3 7 82 C+2) - .3395C+0)
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TABLE E-Continued
Richardson lir-g Richardson Iïï,-u
2 p 2p
6 c 3 c
•8723C-1) . 3 2 8 7 ( - 2 ) . 9 0 4 7 C-1) .1842C-2)
.1771(+0) .5 2 8 9 C-1) . 1 8 9 9 C+0) .30 48 C-1)
.3843(+0) .2 3 4 1 C+0) .4 3 1 2 C+0) .16 91 C+0)
.9198(+0) .5 3 7 4 C+0) .1028C+1) .48 70 C+0)
. 2 4 7 8 ( + l ) . 7 4 1 4 C+0) .2707C+1) .74 29 C+0)
.8130(+1) .6 8 6 1 C+0) .8 6 5 8 C+1) .7 2 0 9 C+0)
. 3847C+2) .5 0 0 4 C+0) .3986C+2) .54 22 C+0)
Ransil Itt.
2 p
-u Sahni-De Lorenzo lir.-g
2p
. 1 3 3 6 C+0) .2142C-2) .1336C+0) .2863C-2)
. 2 5 6 7 C+0) .4696C-1) . 2 5 6 7 C+0) .62 76 C-1)
. 51 54 C+0) .2 3 6 8 C+0) .5154C+0) .3 1 65 C+0)
.1 1 4 2 C+1) .5 0 9 2 C+0) .1 1 4 2 C+1) .6 8 05 C+0)
. 2923C+1) .6 3 3 5 C+0) .2923C+1) .8 4 67 C+0)
.9 2 0 6 C+1) .5553C+0) .9 2 0 6 C+1) .7422C+0)




R a n s i l
g
2p
B c 3 c
.9S41( -1 ) .5313C-3) . 1 4 0 0 C+0) .4398C-3)
.1720(+0) .1573C-1) . 2 5 8 5 C+0) .2111C-1)
. 3281(+0) . 7 8 8 5 C-1) . 5 0 2 5 C+0) .1860C+0)
.7 0 3 6 C+0) .1015C+0) .1 0 8 8 C+1) .5828C+0)
.5308C+1) - . 1 4 3 9 C+0) .2 7 5 6 C+1) .9 0 2 6 C+0)
.1 5 7 5 C+2) - . 2 6 3 0 C+0) .8698C+1) .8774C+0)
.5 7 3 1 C+2) - . 2 9 8 0 C+0) .3 9 9 0 C+2) .6588C+0)
R a n s i l
I s 2p
6 c 3 c
.9333C-1) .1023C-2) . 1 4 0 0 C+0) .1705C-3)
.1688C+0) .3375C-1) . 2585C+0) .8182C-2)
. 3 2 3 2 C+0) .1 7 8 9 C+0) .5025C+0) .72 12 C-1)
. 6 9 7 0 C+0) .2363C+0) .1088C+1) .22 59C+0)
.5 2 1 4 C+1) - .3603C+0) .2756C+1) .3 4 9 9 C+0)
.1534C+2) - .7121C+0) .8698C+1) .34 01 C+0)
.5648C+2) - . 8 2 6 7 C+0) .3 9 9 0 C+2) .2554C+0)
TABLE E-Continued
L e f e b v r e - B r i o n  and Moser (5s)
I s 2p 3d
g c g c g c
.1094C-1) - . 4 8 9 5 ( - 2 ) . 8064C-2 ] .4563C-2 ] . 8253C-2] - . 1 6 7 5 C - 4 ]
. 3623C-1) - . 2783C-1) .3508 C-1] - . 4 2 5 3 C - 3 ] . 1 5 9 3 C-1] - . 3 1 8 5 C - 4 ]
. 1905(  + 0) . 2 6 6 5 C-1] . 1 5 8 4 C+0] . 2 2 8 4 C-3] . 3 6 5 2 C-1] . 1294C-3 ]
. 28 24 (+ 0 ) .3069C-1) . 4 3 2 2 C+0] . 3834C-3] . 8 4 4 1 C-1] . 6 4 7 6 C-3]
. 6 0 18 (+ 0 ) . 9 0 6 4 ( - l ) . 4 1 8 2 C+0] . 4 2 3 2 C-1] . 2 0 5 6 C+0] .1127C-2 ]
. 8 5 7 3 ( + l ) - . 1 9 6 4 C+0] .1283C+1] . 1 3 5 4 C+0] . 6 1 8 1 C+0] .1268C-2 ]






S c B c B c
. 5 1 5 9 ( - 2 ) .8864 C-1) .9493C-2) - . 3113C-2) . 8 2 4 0 C-2) .1944C-4)
.2118 ( - 1 ) - . 5 2 8 5 C-1) . 1 6 2 5 C-1) . 5 3 0 0 C-3) . 1 5 4 1 C-1) .3385C-4)
. 3853C-1) - . 5 44 2  C-1) . 5 6 5 5 C-1) -.4372C-2) . 3 6 3 0 C-1) - . 3 1 7 9 C - 4 )
. 2331C+0) . 4 1 7 1 C-1) . 6 0 2 4 C-1) . 2 8 0 9 C-3) . 8 4 9 4 C-1) - . 2 6 9 7 C-3)
. 5873C+0) . 8 2 7 7 C-1) . 6 1 3 0 C+0) . 1783C-1) . 2 1 0 6 C+0) -.4539C-3)
. 8536 (+1 ) - . 1 6 9 0  C + 0) . 2 0 8 9 C+1) . 3 1 1 4 C-1) . 6 2 7 5 C+0) - . 5 0 1 6 C-3)
.4368C+2) - . 2 2 3 8 C+0) . 1 0 9 0 C+2) . 3 1 1 4 C-1) . 2953C+1) - . 4 2 2 7 C-3)
